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Ellis Confronts Economic Policy

by David Schwartz
Harry Ellis, former Senior
Economics Correspondent for The
Christian Science Monitor, spoke here
last Tuesday in the third President's
Leadership Forum.
Ellis spoke about the danger of
Reagan's economic policy to an
audience of nearly 100 corporate
executives and five students in the
Center For the Arts. Later, in a special
session just for st~dents in the Fireside
Lounge, . he fieldeti a wide range of

Harry Ellis talking with students.

questions, with topics ranging from the
economy to nuclear war to journalism
to the military draft.
·It was a blustery rainy morning when
Ellis warned the corporate audience
that the sunshine of the current
economic prosperity is threatened by a:
dark, growing storm cloud.
Ellis began by asserting that the
economy, because of low inflation and
decreasing unemployment, is "without"
a doubt prosperous." Yet this
prosperity is accompanied by·
staggering deficits which add $200
billion a year to a national debt which is
already $1.2 trillion.
In his argument, Ellis cited
Republican economists, and President
Reagan himself, to assert the danger of
high deficits. "For decades we have
piled deficit on deficit, mortgaging our
future," said Reagan in his 1981
inaugural address.
The President's idea of increasing
defense spending while not raising taxes
has, according to 99 out of 100
economists, Ellis said, been a staggering
failure.
Ellis stated that the solution is clear.
Taxes must be raised, defense spending
must be cut, and programs such as
5' Medicare must be scaled back.
~
This requires a president who will
iC' take the political risk of raiSing taxes
i and asking for sacrifice on entitlement
~ programs. Ellis believes, incident~lly,
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Harry Ellis. former Senior Economics Correspondent for The Christian Scie~ce Monitor.

that a second-term Keagan WOUIQ oe
more likely to face this reality than a
campaigning Reagan.
Ellis compared the deficit situation to
that of a family where one of the wage
earners suddenly loses a job, giving the
family a debt which must be paid off by
the children.
He outlined the potential dangers of
the deficit, including soaring interest
rates, an artificially overvalued dollar,
and the potential of a collapse in foreign
trade which could result in hyper
inflation.

Among ms suggestions was a change
in . the tax structure which would
encourage savings over consumption,
the reverse of the present system. •
He criticised Reagan for attacking
the press as "malcontents" b~cause they
focus on the deficit problem. Ellis
demonstrated that the staggering deficit
isa direct outgrowth of Reagan's policy,
not an accidental by-prod uct.
In his afternoon session with
students, Ellis explained further the
See Ellis page eight

Purchase Students Protest
Action in Central America
by Roger Logan

Angel Erasmo Figueroa, age 24,
teacher--shot and wounded, then
machine-gunned to death on the
operating table by Salvadoran death
'Squad, December 11, 1980.
. Nelson Isreal Ramirez, age 14, shot
bySalvadorn Army, February 4, 1980.
Maria J. Gonzalez, age 37, shot by
,Salvadoran Army, April 27, 1282.
So why was that hand-full of people
out on the Mall a c()uple of weeks ago
10n March 4) making a spectacle of
:themselves? Why were they reading the
names ofdead people? And are these the:
same weirdos who left grave stones all
over the campus?
On March 24, 1980, Oscar Romero,
the Archbishop of El Salvador was shot
and killed while . celebrating mass.
Robert Dau, the man believed by
American officials and independent
observers to have ordered and arranged
that murder is now one of the top
candidates in the U.S.-sponsored
March 25 presidential elections in El
Salvador.
However feeble, the action taken at
Purchase was an attempt to remember
the death of Archbishop Romero, and
tens of thousands of Central American
people. Unfortunately, in the American
media you are more likely to find out ·
about the clubbing to death of baby
seals in Canada than about the clubbing
,to death of children by the soldiers of a
government that would not exist
without our country's support.
Sandra Martiza Galicia, age 7, taken
by Salvadoran police, found raped,

Food Co-op No
Longer in Peril
by Noah Kaufman

The Purchase Food Co-op, the
with her throat slit, September 17, 1980.
campus' alternative to commercial food
Haydee Yanira Rivera. age 6 ,
distribution, is back on its
tortured and beaten to death by
administrative feet and will renew its
efforts to provide working members
Salvadoran police, January 8, 1981.
Girl. unnamed. age 13 days, of the
with the inexpensive food products they
Ruiz Mora family, killed with the rest of
have been accustomed to receiving in
the past. This was announced by Food
l1er family by Salvadoran military, May
9, 1980.
Co-op Store manager Amy Meyers
The week of March 11 the Reagan
after a "do or die" members meeting
administration attached to a famine
Thursday night.
.
tol ·
Several students have asked if they
relief bill for Africa $93 million in
military aid to El Salvador, and $21
- ~.
....; , . . : could learn the skills necessary to help
.
keep the Co-op operating on its present
million for the C.LA. attempt to
Students gather to support protest.
..::I schedule. ~my Nicholson, a first year
overthrow the Nicaraguan government.
By this time, the bill has probably' missions inEI Salvador. A plan to have
student, volunteered to take over the
passed. At this writing U.S. troops are C.I.A. pilots fly combat missions
responsibilities of Co-op bookkeeper, a
being moved to the Honduran border against the Salvadoran rebels was
·position that has been open since
with El Salvador to support the nearly implemented, and only rejected
January. Art Wallace, Brian Sulzberg
Salvadoran government. The U.S. Air because the U.S. ambassador to the
and Mary Cuddihee also reinforced
Fo·rce is now flying reconaissance ' U ,N ., Jean Kirpatrick, advised
their commitments to cooperative
President Reagan "that Americans
activity and cheap food by agreeing to
5' should not pull triggers in El Salva~or." help supervise.~nd plan the Co-op.
~
Americas Watch, a human nghts
Commenting on recent attacks that
o group, estimates conservatively that
the Co-op is failing to live up to its
stated goals, Ms. Meyers, a third year
~ 45,000 Salvadorans have been killed in
S th~ last three years.
student and an R.A., agreed that there
, Patricia Huertas. age 20, killed
have been problems with the Food Co
M~rch 8, 1980 by Salvadoran Army.
op. But she added that the Co-op is an
Laura Louisa Octavio Morales, age
organization that "directly reflects the

l

See Protest page six

See Co-op Page six
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Craiguitner,aMayl?83Purchase ' q I E-F S
;B R I E F S
S
graduate, was arrested 10 Israel for
.
'
"
.
B R -I
'participation in an armed attack on a S
busload of Arab workers according to
,
I '
'
_
The deadline for entering Founian
Festival entry fees are $,l~ for -8mm,
,The New York Times, March 8, 1984.
Valley School of Colorado's 18th $25 for 16mm, and $10 for video. Entry
:During his s,tay at Purchase Mr. Leit~er
~nnual, nationwide student film f~stival for~s and additional ,informatio~ are
was an active member of the ,Jewish
IS. only two months away, acc~rdmg t9
avallab~e through Dianne Hamson,
Defense League. In the Spnng 83
"
,
Tim Know, headmaster. Entnes must Fountam Valley School of Colorado,
semester Mr. Leitner attempted to bring •
,
,
be received by May I, 1984.
Colorado Springs, Dolo., 80911. She
Meir .Kahane, the leader of the JDL,
B 'R
Competition is open to amateur can also be contacted by telephone at
_
'. filmmakers attending high school or (303) 390-7035.
onto the Purchase campus with student
'
• _ . ____
funds . Duetoscpedulingdifficulties,he'S
college. Winners will be announced
•• 1
was not successful Craig Leitner is
. '
during the festival, May II, 1984.
Everbody Rides the Carousel will be
A professional film crew shooting In
piesently incarcerated in Israel awa~ing
Contestants may submit entries in
trial.
Theatre 0 over Christmas vacation was 8mm, including Super 8, 16mm and shown in its entirety at 3:00 and again at
startled by the sound of a loud crack in video. Sound and silent films are 7:00 pm, on Wednesday, April II th at
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. , the suspended floor they were working accepted. Prizes will be offered in each the Mental Health Association
on. Investigaton by Public Safety of the competition's three divisions: building, 29 Sterling Ave., White
revealed several, sub-standard beams high school, college and video. First Plains. This film illustrates the eight
which forced the' closing of the theatre' prize in the judgings of both high school stages of man, as defined by
for repairs. Director of Technical- and college 8mm and 16mm film will be p~chologist Erik H. Erikson. Using
Services for the Center of the Arts, Bob: $500, with a second prize of$IOO in each animation, the pathos and the humor of
Medve, said he believed that the division. The competition offers a the human condition from birth to the
contracting company that built the single, '$200 prize in the video category, elderly is warmly portrayed .
Barbara Rosenstein, a psychothera
floor has subsequently gone out of in which high school and college level
pist in private practice will be the
business.
entries
will
be
judged
together.
by John Goolrick
The State is handling all costs related
Winners in all categories will be discussant at both performances. There
A motorcyclist who was clocked at
to repairs. The re-opening has been , selected on the basis of quality, is no charge, but due to limited space,
over 100 M.P.H. on: Interstate 684 was
delayed till April 1st because three technique and style. The same criteria reservations are required and can be '
chased onto the Purchase campus.
layers of flooring had to be removed to will determine which films will be made by calling 949-6741. Closing date
He/ She eluded capture by police from
replace the beams. Only one student ; shown during the festival, Knox said . . for reservations is April 6th.
four different precincts. The cyclist
theatre production had to be relocated ,
turned down the dead end road between
to Theatre B during reconstruction, and
the New Apartments and the Dance
the professional filfn crew, which
building, dropped the motorcycle and
finished its shooting while avoiding a
escaped through the woods, chased by
sagging eight foot section of floor, has
Harrison, Rye Brook, Westchester
promised to return. Rumours- 6f the
County Police and the Purchase Public
resounding collapse of the entire floor
Safety. Police have the motorcycle and
and death of twelve students are
aTe checking to see if it is stolen,
unfounded.
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Office of
Religious Life
Graces
!Purchase
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The Economic Board of Study Presents:
. Professor David Gordon
From the New School for Social R esearch

Topic: 8eyond Reagan af!-d the Democrats:
A Progressive Economic Alternative
12 pm. Wed. April-lth SS 1001
A II Hi elcome!!
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!l A new office has opened its doors
here at Purchase, the Office of Religious,
Life. This is the iirst inter-faith office:
established in the history of the school
and it is located in the basement of,
CCN, room 012. The staff includes
Helise Lieberman, the coordinator for
the Jewish Students Association,
Reverend Tony Hoeltzel, the Episcopal
chaplain, and Father Joe Dunn, the
Roman Catholic chaplain.
Helise Lieberman is a 1979 graduate
of Brandeis University and has been
working with Jewish students in such
places as Geneva, Switzerland , and
Boston, Massachusetts. Her sponsor is
Jacy-Hillel and her hours will be
Monday-Thursday, II a.m.-6 p.m.
Reverend Hoeltzel is on campus for
20 hours per week working with the ,
campus community. He also is the
rector of a parish in Harrison. His office
hours will be 9 a.m.-6 p.m. on Tuesdays
,and II a.m.-9 p.m. on Thursdays.
Father Dunn runs a weekly mass on
"Sundays at 10:30, in the Fireside
Lounge. He has been at Purchase since
it opened and has been working in
campus ministry for 24 years. His hours
will be 12-3 on Mondays and 12-3 on
Fridays.
Some of the goals that they are
pursuing together include a
performance piece combining the arts
aJ'ld religion to create a wordless mass
open to all, and a starving artists
exhibit. They are sponsoring a film
entitled As If It Were Yesterday, which
is a documentary about non-Jews who
hid victims of the holocaust. One of the
directors.of the film will be here to talk
about it. The film is tentatively
scheduled for April 25 .
Overall, the Office of Religious Life
wishes the campus to know that they are
committed to the welfare of the people
at SUNY Purchase and hope to be able
to assist in the community-building
process.
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Stanley Cavett:" Professor
Harvard,

10

0/ Philosophy at

speak ai' Purchase

Stanley Cavell, Professor of
Philosophy at Harvard University, will
give the second lecture in the
Philosophy Lecture Series on
Thursday, March 29, at 7:~0 p.m. in the
Choral Hall of the Music Building.
Professor Cavell, who is Cabot
Professor of Aesthetics and General
Theory of Valu~, will give a talk entitled
Thoughts Afte"'Pursuits of Happiness:
A Reading of a Film.
The particular film which Professor
Cavell's lecture will address is Letter
From an Unknown Woman, directed
by Max Auphole. In preparation for the
lecture, the film will be shown twice
during the preceding week: on Sunday,
March 25 at 2:00 p.m. and on
Wednesday, March 27 at 7:00. Both
showings will be in the Humanities
Theatre.
,
Professor Cavell is the author of a
book of essays entitled Must We Mean
. What We Say?, of a book on film called
~e World Viewed, and of The Sense of
Walden. His appearance at ·Purchase
marks the second in the four-lecture
series sponsored by James A.
Greenwood and the Humanities
Division. Auxilliary support for the
lecture series and associated events is
underwritten by the Purchase College
Association.
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-M ondale Hangs Tough
By David Schwartz
The race for the Democratic
nomination has finally reached a
period of relative sanity after one of the
most turbulent months in recent
campaign history.
After two drastic shifts in
momentum, one which nearly
knocked Walter Mondale out of the
race, and one which has put him back
on top, things have settled down.
There is no more talk of
inevitability. But Walter Mondale,
with a solid and impressive victory in
lIIinois, faces a crucial showdown
with Gary Hart here in the New York
primary on April 3.
Purchase students who registered as
Democrats will be able to vote for one
of the candidates at the Purchase
Community House.
A solid New York win for Mondale,
who is building up a commanding
lead in delegates, would all but
guarantee him the nomination. A big
win for Hart would give him the
needed momentum to make him the
likely winner.
With a two-week break between the
lIIinois and New York primaries (Hart
should win the Connecticut primary
on March 27 because of his proven
appeal to affluent and highly
eduGtled voters) it is a good time to
analyze what has happened over the·
last month, and to see why the sudden

After Upset

Hampshire.
Gary Hart took 16% of the vote, not a
very high number, but enough to give
him a solid second place showing,
well ahead of John Glenn, whose
sixth-place finish all but knocked him
oUJ <;>f the race.
In televised debate, Hart found a
strong line of attack against Mondale,
asking him to name any area in which
he has disagreed with the AFL-CIO,
which has endorsed him .
By refusing to do so, Mondale made
a big blunder, reinforcing the
impression that he was too beholden
to' speCial interests.
This criticism destroyed Mondale in
New Hampshire, which has a record
of leaving front-runners out in the
cold. Just as Jimmy Carter, the
unknown peanut farmer, scored big in
New Hampshire in 1976, Gary Hart
catapulted to national fame with a big
win there against Mondale.
He rode his momentum to
whopping victories in Vermont,
Maine. and Wyoming. and Mondale
seemed to be a goner. Fighting back
almost desperately, Mondale. with the
help of Glenn, McGovern. and
Jackson, all attacked Hart during a
televised debate in Atlanta.
Mondale found the perfect threeword response to Hart's two-word
"new ideas" platform. He asked Hart,

a

Mondale the Older

rise and fall of Gary Hart should not
be so surprising.
l\Jondale seemed to be right on
target by winning the February 20
Iowa caucus. Yet two .events in Iowa
should have warned the media about
what was going to happen in New

"Where's the beeP," a line which
could become as important as
Reagan's "There you go again," line
in the 1980 debates which virtually
clinched the presidency for him.
Hart· showed signs of weakness in
the debate. He gave an absurd answer
LO a hyopthetical question about what
he would do if a Czech airliner invaded
American air space. By saying that he
would have the Air Force look inside
the windows of the plane, and shoot it
down if the passengers were wearing
uniforms, Hart strengthened
Mondale's charge that he may be too'
naive to be President.
Though Hart won three primaries .
and a handful of caucuses on Super
Tuesday, Mondale won in Alabama
and Georgia. and was back in the race,
though still as the underdog.
He won impressively in Michigan
on Super Saturday. giving him a nice
boost before the crucial showdown in
Illinois. It is in Illinois where
Mondale hit his stride. combining a
strong attack on Hart's leadership
ability with a strong positive message
of his own.
Before Illinois, it was Hart with the
clear line of attack. He promised of a
new and exciting presidency, an.
adminsitration "of the future," as
See Mondale pIlge eight

Gary Hart: The Darling Democrat
by Vivian Lehman
The cJ.ment democrati"c presidential
front runner, Senator Gary Hart of
Colorado, is opening up one of his New
York offices here on campus in the
Social Science building. Hart will be
making 7. or 8 trips to Westchester
before the New York primary on April
3, and it is hoped that he will come to
this campus on one of them.

The decision to place him in that
particular building was so that the
sociar science professors could study the
reasons behind his phenomenal success.
Hart came from having less than 1% of
the vote on Febrary 7, to second place in
the Iowa Caucuses, to 51 % of the vote in
the New Hampshire primary. Hart has
since had outstanding victories in the .

N5V Man at the Helm
VO·TE!!!
Tuesday, April 3, 1984
Democratic Primary

Vermont, Maine, Wyoming, Florida,
Massachusettes and Rhode Island
primaries. Mondale won in Georgia,
however, Askew dropped out of the
race and turned over his delegates to
Hart giving Hart more Georgian
delegates than Mondale. In the
Ha waiian primaries, Hart's name was
accidentally left off of the ballots. There
'was a great effort to have people vote
:;uncommitted, 66% of the people who
voted did. In Alabama Hart came in
second.
Sena.tor Ernest Hollings, Senator
Alan Craston, and former governor of
Florida Reubin Askew withdrew from
the presidential race following the New
Hampshire primaries. Professor
George McGovern withdrew following
Super Tuesday, leaving former Vice
President Walter Mondale, Senator
John Glenn and Reverend Jesse
Jackson to compete with Hart: Various
polls are now showing that Hart has the
best chance to defeat Reagan for the
presidency.

Is it prime, choice, or just commercial-grade
~

hamburger?
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· ta\OMS
~Purchase Community House
Look for Student Senate Van
Schedules. Let your voice be
heard.!!
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All Registered Democrats
Welcome. Uncle Sam Wants
Your Vote!!
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Hart's Stands
Hart is very liberal. He is stressing
new ideas and a new generation of
leadership.
Lebanon and Central America; More
than one and a half years ago, two
months after the United States Marines
were station~d in Lebanon, Hart
wanted them withdrawn. Hart also
wants American troops taken out of
Central America. He also wants to
discontinue all military aid to EI
Salvador until the dealth squads are
terminated.
Nuclear Arms Control; Hart is very .
strongly for a provisional nuclear
freeze. He will then attempt to negotiate
with the Soviet Union for a reduction in
the strategic arsenals of both of the
Super Powers. Hart, unlike Mondale,
suftports the proposal for a negotiated
build-down with the Soviet Union. This
would have both countries destroy two
older missiles for every new one built
resulting in the overall decrease of
nuclear armaments.

Hart the Younger

Hart has made great efforts to
prevent a nuclear war. He was the leader
in the investigation of our computers to
help prevent an accidental nuclear war.
He . is also a supporter of the
"midgetman" mobil missile. Its
intentions are to decrease the
probability of a nuclear first strike by
either of the Super Powers.
Defense; Hart is a leading critic of the
build-up in defense instigated by
Reagan. Hart is opposed to expensive
weapons such as the Bl Bomber and the
MX missile. He supports the
deployment of weapons that are more
cost-effective and whose reliability in
warfare i's better. For example, Hart
wants to cut back on aircraft carriers
that cost two billion dollars each .
Instead, he wants to build cheaper and
smaller carriers. This policy has been
incorrectly interpreted as saying that
smaller weapons are bett~r. Through his
See Hart page six
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by Dennis Lombardi
In this issue the continuing saga of the
financial woes at Purchase turns its
attention to the business office. Joseph
Moroz, the director of this office, came
to Purchase in June of 1982. Since then
he has attempted to approach the
problems of the system he found in
place, by dealing with them as a totality
rather than a number of disparate parts.
In a recent interview he identified
some of the major problem areas. The
primary difficulty with a state school
system is that it is' modeled after
American businesses which employ a
growth concept as a necessity for
continuation. In addition, a general
lack of coordination in communication
between offices servicing student
financial needs needs to be overcome.
Mr. Moroz is the first to admit that
many processes dealing with financial
aid on campus are not accomplished on
a timely basis. This includes paperwork
from both his office and the bursar's
office. His belief is that there should be a
fundamental change in approach to
these problems, beginning on the state
level, to ensure future increases in
efficiency.
One again the computor is being held
out as a potential savior, making up in
efficiency what is lacking in staffing.
The potential now exists for some
computor systems to be "on-line" for
either this summer or next fall,
depen~ing on the usual bureaucratic
glitches. But beyond technological
panaceas, Mr. Moroz believes a basic
change in state policy is necessary for
steady progress in providing services.
Since continual growth.is unlikely in the
near future (with the departure of the
baby boom among other reasons), he
believes that building the quality of the
infrastructure at Purchase should be the
central concern rather than the size of
the student body.
Next issue ' the penpoint will be
directed at the Bursar's office, the scene
of many a student/ staff skirmish.
Please direct any comments,
experiences, or graffiti to Dennis
Lombardi c/o The Load in the Info
booth.

Stwlmts john Williams, Noah Kaufman,
J)l'lInis I.ombardi, Laurl'lIt Ehrman/! alld Scoll
Ma(;alta at Thr CoIIl'gr Smatr.

Oil !lIarch 7, studellts attended a meeting
of The College Senate. 011 the agenda were
two topics of call cern to the studellt body. A
proposal to rerllOue students from extra·
curricular acthlities when on probation was
before The College Senate, as well as a
proposal to reduce the work of the Registrar
by 110 lOllger making narrative ellaluations
part of a studellt's permanent transcript.
!lImlbers of bolh the Student Sellate and

Hogal/ and john (;itlit:. hrar what Ihe sludel/ts ha(lr 10 say.

Tht' Load allmdl'd to raise objectiolls to tltr proposals. Afta hearillg the studm~s, thr probatioll 1)roposal was tabled ulltil
A I HUll/ and nen Hogan could further discuss the issue. The /larratiTII' /?llaluations proposal was sellt bac:k to the E.P.C. for
f!lr/hn work. Good job Students!!!

Video C,enter Renewed
by Bram Gunther
The Video Center just purchased a
new editing system, and with it expects
to broaden its production capabilities
and attract new customers. The new
editing system is the counter part of a
'mobile VHS color system, and can be
added to a black and white set that is
used for in-studio filming.
The Center has used its equipment for
taping lectures, dance concerts and
plays; they just recently taped a P.E.T.
production and want to do more of this.
But the "main function is educational"
according to Paul Sedita, who with
Dave Baer, Bruce Robbins and Cecila
Marx make up the Board of Directors.
"The Center exists to train people in the
usage of the equipment."
It is the only service of its kind on
campus. CIR exists for the staff, and the
Film Department is for film majors, but

You.'ve seen him on TV news
You've heard him on National public radio
NOW SEE AND HEAR HIM tH PURCHASE

Dr. Jonathan Sanders
of the Harriman Institute of Russian Studies
Columbia University
will speak on

"The World in 1984:. A Soviet Perspective"
on \tVednesday at 12 noon In Humanities
4 The Load, March 27, 1984
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Thr otha half, t!/I' administration and faculty. Selma Aronson, Peta Br[[, Brll

the Video Center is for all matriculated
students who have a desire to learn how
to use video equipment. Workshops are
given for all students who come down.
Once a certain level of competency is
achieved, and approval is given by the
Board of Directors, a person may take
out the equipment for personal use.
The potential for taping school events
grows as more people become skilled in
video. This applies to clubs also. If the
activity of a club is such where it is
beneficial to be able to reproduce it, the
club can request a filming or it can have
one of its members trained. For Paul the
latter is ideal. "I would like to see people
from clubs coming down and learning
how to use the equipment." He thinks
"at least one member should be
experienced in its usage." For example,
the Martial Arts club has a member who
is experienced in video and they tape
each session.
The Video Center was first opened in
1980 but was soon after closed down
when the director was caught abusing
the equipment and the space. It stayed
closed for a bout a year. In 1981, a
committee was formed by Paul Sedita,
Rita Koch, head of CIR, Cliff Saron, a'
teacher in Natural Sciences and other
students to re-open the center. They met
between three and four times a week in a
tedious process of~ourting money and
permission from Student Activities and
the Student . Senate. They finally got
permission to re-open the center after
about a year of negotiations.
When they first walked into the
center after its re-opening the place was
"in a shambles" according to Paul. The
equipment was broken, but more
importantly it was obsolete. The goal
has been, for the last two years of
rebuilding, to modernize material and
to have a functioning and usable center.
But it cost money. The Center's first
budget request after re-opening was for

15,000 dollars. Even though the Senate
agreed that it was a reasonable request,
they gave the Center 3,000 dollars. With
that money they purchased a portable
outfit and new decks. It was just enough
to function.
This past year the Center requested a
budget of 14,700 dollars and received,
through a combination offunds, 10,000
dollars~ The Senate directly gave them
6,500 dollars, then arranged through its
capitol equipment line, which is used to
buy equipment needed for the school,
another 1,500 dollars. The Purchase
College Association gave them 2,000
dollars. With this money they bought a
good camera and the editing system and
are close to reaching their goal of
modernization.
There is now an estimated 200 people
who've come down for training since re
opening and about 30 people qualified
for independent use. But this has not
been the only boon for the center. It has
been able to establish, in collaboration
with Residence Life, a Sunday night
video series. When they showed "An
Officer and a Gentlemen" the mezzaine
of the dining hall was packed. The films
are free.
Next year the Center would like to
start "A Video Theatre" in the dorms.
With the following budget they hope to
purchase a video screen and with the
permission of Residence Life to show
the films in one of the storage rooms in
the basement.
Finally, with the new equipment the
Center is planni;-g a full scale
production of Kafk: s Metamorphosis.
So far there has been a large and
favorable response; students from
Design Tech, Film and Theater have
volunteered to do work on it. This is a
high point for the Center and makes the
people involved feel justified in their
past efforts. They plan to begin
shooting in early April.
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Western Notions of Sexuality
and Cro~s~cultural Perspectives
by Rosanne Lufrano

On Thursday, . March 8, the Student
Senate Lecture Series got underway
with its first lecture in the sexuality
. series, given .by Dr. Carole S. Vance.
Dr. Vance is an anthropologist and
feminist with a PhD. in anthropology
and an MPH in epidemiology. She is an
Associate Research Scientist at
Columbia University, where she has
taught for five years.
The evening provided an opportunity
to explore sexuality from a new
perspective. This new perspective is the'
point of view of cross-cultural
transformation, which is a comparison
of the change in sexual attitudes and
rituals across different cultures.
The concepts of social construction
and cultural transformation are rather
new and provocative. Anthropologists
have been using this line of thinking for
less than ten years and its acceptance is
only starting to grow.
Social construction asserts that we, in
society, have created everything that
constitutes society; there is no one true
societal pattern. Because of this, we
cannot judge oth~r cultures by our
values. What Dr. Vance stresses in
examiiun~ cross-cultural rituals, isthe
need to keep an open mind; a ritual that
we label as one thing could have a
totally different meaning in another
culture.
Another anthropologist that Vance
referred to, Dr. Gilbert Herdt,
researched sexuality in S'ambia. Dr.
Herdt found that it was a normal
practice for adolescent boys to have
sexual relations with older, married
men. It is a ritual that during these
relationships, the boy ingests the older
man's semen through felatio. However. ,
Sambian boys · get ' married usually by
the age of twenty, and heterosexuality is
resumed. From the Sambian point of

view, the young males' previous
relationship is not a contradiction to
heterosexuality and is not what we
would label as homosexuality. Vance
cites this example to show how difficult
it is to get beyond our own sexual
notions to begin thinking about other
rituals in .their own right.
Vance mentioned another example,
the Dani in Indonesia, researc)1ed by
Dr. Carl Heider. Heider discovered that
after a Dani couple give birth to a child,
.it is "taboo" for a 4-6 year period to have
sexual intercourse. It is their belief that
it interferes with breast feeding, and
other child rearing concerns. In our
minds we immediately think, "well what
about sexual desire?" We, in the West,
uncritically believe that all humans have
sexual needs that must be satisfied. Dr.
Heider has determined that the Dani do
not . engage in extra-marital
relatiollships, masturbation, or
homos~xuality during this period,
suggesting that sexual activity is not the
inevitable end of sexual desire.
Dr. Vance also pointed out that one's
:~exualiJ.Y,. is ,not automatically
de-term'ined by oiological gender.
Biology is what we think of as the
natural functions that our bodies'
perform, regardless of cultural
influences. People often mistake
biology as the cause of our "natural"
sexuality; gender is also mistakenly
thought of as being the force by which
all sexuality is determined.
Dr. Vance, in terms of the cultural
transformation language, asks lis ' to
abandon our notions that gender is
what roots se~ual behavior, so that we
can have a better ' perspective when
examining cross-cultural rituals such as
the two examples given. Vance
advocates removing the ideas
concerning sexuality from th~ context

The Alternative Clinic on
the Today Sponge
by Lauranne Dornik

The "Today" contraceptive sponge is
a new vaginal method of bilth control.
Available over the counter, the sponge
requires no medical supervision for its
use, The "Today" sponge isa disposable
product which can be used continually
for up to 24 hours, of single or repeated
intercourse, and then thrown away.
The sponge is made of poly-urethane
and contains about I gram of the
'spermicide nonoxynol-9, shaped like a
mushroom cap; the sponge fits over the
cervix in the upper vagina. The "Today"
sponge has three different types of
contraceptive actions working for it:
• It releases spermicide during

intercourse.
• It absorbs sperm.
• It covers the entrance to the cervical
canal.
So far, the "Today" sponge is the only
contraceptive sponge which has been
approved for sale in the United States.
It has been on the market since July
1983, and available in the New York
area since November 1983. It is now
available throughout the U.S,
The effectiveness of the "Today"
sponge is comparable to the diaphragm,
with pregnancy rates a little higher
among sponge users (9~27 per 100
women in comparison to 3-10

Do JHNI...,..t to eai. . . .e ....C•• . . ..",
ByoII .. . . . . . . . .y . . . .
. .t. . . . . . _ _ of 18 .... 48
to pal'ticipate

........ au

.. diwic.. ~.:
FC)r maN infonnation cal

The eeater ·for

Clinical ,Pharmacology
(914) 347·3500

---

of biology. . Sex is not merely a
biological act, and physiology does not
necessarily determine sexuality. This is
proved by the amount of sexual
diversity which exists within the human
race. Culture plays the role of
legitimizing certain sexual acts which
are then accepted as the "norm" within a
particular group. The "norm" then
becomes the standard by which sexual
identity is conceptualized, labeled and
defined .
The "norms" are not always static.
For example, change, or cultural
transformation, can be seen in the
sexual development of the United
States. Jonathan K.atz, anthropologist,
analyzes the sexual attitudes of
Americans prior to the industrial

- ------,

revolution and compares them to
attitudes after the revolution.
Homosexuality, up, until the late 19th
Century, was thought of as "a lust to
which any mortal could fall prey to." By
the time industry ruled America, people
began to go beyond the scope of family
life and attitudes thus changed.
Homosexuality came to be viewed in a
much more liberal light.
After the lecture, the Student Senate
provided refreshments" and students
held informal discussions with Dr.
Carole·Vance. The next lecture will be
this Thursday, March 29, and the guest
speaker will be Wendy McKenna. The
topic under discussion will be The
Socialization of Sexuality. All are
welcome!
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Anthropologist Dr. Carole S. Vance informs sfudems on the cultural b~sis of se~uaMy,

MEDICAL OPTIONS

uA Caring Place"
Pregnant OT umure'
• Free Pregnancy Testin8
• Confidential Consultations
• Pregnancy Termination
• Binh CQntrof Information
• Board Certified Gynecologists

62 Mill Plain Rd., Danbury, Ct.
(205) 745-5024
A Staae Uc:mscd Facility
pregnancies per 100 women using the
diaphragm, per year).
It 'is still too early to fully determine
the ~dvantages'and disadvantages of the
long-term use of the contraceptive
sponge. Many women seem to prefer it
to other vaginal methods of birth
control. The sponge is very easy to use;
it is simply moistened with water, gently
squeezed to remove any excess water,
and then inserted high into the vagina so
it blocks the cervix. It is not as messy as
other spermicides used with or without
the diaphragm. Maybe one of its
greatest attributes is that the sponge
requires no prescription and is now
conveniently being sold in drugstores,
supermarkets and other retail stores.
So far, the most commonly reported
drawback among sponge users is
allergic reactions, and vaginal and
penile irritations due to the spermicide,
nonoxynol-9 in the sponge. Some
"Women users reported other
discomforts like soreness, itching,

stinging and drying of the vaginal fluids
during sponge use. In some instances,
women complained that the sponge
slipped out of place or came out during
daily activities.
Another concern of sponge users is
that there may be an increased risk of
Toxic Shock Syndrome.
In December, 1983, the F.D.A.
reported two cases of Toxic Shock
Syndrome in which the symptoms'
(sudden high fever, vomitting, diarrhea,
body rash, along with a rapid
progression of low blood pressure and
shock) occurred within 24 hours of use
of the "Today" contraceptive sponge.
Lauranne Dornik is a counselor at
the Alternative Clinic, located in the
Health Services offices in the basement
of Campus Center South. If you would
like more information on birth control
or other health issues, the Alternative
Clinic is open Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 6 p.m/to 9 p.m. They are open for
both men and women. 253·5450.
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Co-op

continued
(rom page threl

amount of cooperation among the
members."
The COrop has been hampered by a
lack of supervisory and working staff,
as well as an absence of constructive
criticism since the adnVnistration
changed during the winter break.
Jennifer Williams, the Co-op
Produce manager, has been putting in
many overtime hours working for the
group. Ms. Williams, a senior, travels to
New York's largest food market in
Hunt's Point, with and sometimes
without Co-op volunteers, to haggle
and bargain for the best produce at the
cheapest prices.

Purchase Students participating ill the recent Blood Drille. One hundred and six ty
eight students offered to gil1e blood, and of that number, In pints of blood were
co llected. The other 27 students w ere postponed. The total of HI pints of blood
Ihal lI'ere collected fall I pint short of last semesters total of 142 pints of blood.

H a rt

continued
(rom page one

. .
.
poliCies, Hart estimates that the
Pentagon budget can be reduced by 25
billion dollars this year.
Economy; Hart's.proposed budget
would steadily decline from a 175
billion dollar deficit in 1985, to 94
billion dollars in 1988. Reagan's
proposed deficit would begin at 200
billion dollars in 1985 and increase to
257 billion dollars in 1988. Hart was
opposed to Reagan's tax cuts.
Hart has ideas about solving ~he
un~m~loyment problem. He woul~ I~ke
to Ins~lgate a program of the rebUilding
?f bndges and roads to create more
Jobs ..H.e also supports a program for the
r~tralnlng of workers wh? have bee.n
displaced by ~he technologtc~l er~ ..ThiS
wo~l~ be flnanc:d by rndl~ld.ual
Tr~lmn~ .Account~ , which are slmJl~r
to Indl~ldual R~tlfement Accounts.
To relieve the Impact that the age of
tecQn?l?gy has had on unem~loyment,
Ha~ I~ In s~pport of an act w.hlch ~ould
SUbsl~lze . Improveme~ts In sCience
teaching In. the public school~ and
~olleges . ThiS act would re.sult In the
Improvement ?f r,nath, sCle~ce, and
language teaching In the public school
system.
.
Women and Blacks and Jews; Hart IS
very strongly for the Equal Rights
Amendmept and led the fight for it in
1980. He has been supported by many
women's advocacy groups. When he ran
for his second ' term as senator of
Colorado in 1980, his opponent was a
woman. However many of the women's
groups supported him. Hart is for
affirmative action to aid the blacks.
Many blacks are in support of him and
volunteer their time in his campaign.

,
continued
P rotest (rom page one;:------~33, taken by Salvadoran police, June 3,
1982. Body found, raped and beaten to
death, June 5, 1980.
Francis Olivera, age 27, killed by
death squ;ld, September 13, 1980.
The deaths you hear about most in El
Salvador are those done by the right
wing death squads. Presidential
candidate Roberto D'Aubuisson, called
a "pathological killer" by former U.S.
amabassador Robert White, is part of
that kind of killing. But the killings
done by death squads are a fraction of
the killings done by the Salvadoran
Army and Police.
When the Communist Party in China
was organizing resistance to the
Japanese invasion in World War II,
Mao said "The guerrilla is the fish that
swims in the water of the people." The
6 The Load, March 21, 1984

Israel is supporting Hart strongly.
_

Hart's Campaign
The campaign of Hart versus
Mondale is a battle of new versus old.
Hart's new ideas against Mondale's old
ones. In order to try to save his decaying
campaign, Mondale has been making
demeaning and dishonest attacks on
Hart. For example, he has accused Hart
of not being a real democrat, and
claiming that Hart is in support of an
arms build up.
Hartis disproving the theory that
-politics is for the rich. Hart began his
campaign in a house with no heat and
no furniture. His campaign workers
haven't been paid in over three months.
His workers are dedicated though, and
keep going. Hart's campaign has no
money for buttons, so they have been
wearing peices of paper that have the
hand written message, 'Ideas now,
buttons later'. Only recently has Hart's
campaign become strong enough
financially to purchase posters. For all
of this time, his workers have been using
paper, cardboard, and magic markers.
As one of his dedicated workers (a
student here at SUNY Purchase),
Joseph Singer described the situation,
"We felt like we were in high school."
•
As Singer explained, the people
prefer Hart because he is personable,
they prefer his stands o,n issues, and they
like the idea of a new generation" of
leadership.
'
.
Volu~teers to hel~ out In the Hart
for-presl~ent campaign are welc~me.
Anyone Interested should ca~l either
Suzanne Blacke or Joseph Singer at
(914) 835-4091.

"Some people have been upset that
the produce they pre-order is sometimes
not in the Co-op. Well, many times we
have to buy what IS available; some
nights even an item that every member
has pre-ordered might be sold out or too
expensive when we get there. this is
: unfortunate, but it is a fact of life."
:
Ms. Williams, like many other co
operators, learned her job while on the
job. This learning experience has had its
ups and downs.
"This year, the market was closed for
two successive Sunday nights/ Monday
mornings. That meant that there was no

proouce when the Co-op opened for the
week. Not only was I embarrassed, I
was also hungry: I use the Co-op as
much as anybody for inexpensive
~hopping."

In the past the Co-op has been a
center for apartment dwellers to meet,
greet and eat. One former , store
Manager said he could remember when
the entire Co-op was made up of
friends . This helped keep cooperation
m'oving smoothly, but it had a
disastrous consequence when all the
friends graduated together in one
semester.
There also seems to be a higher
standard of living on campus that has
incorrectly reinforced the notion that
the Co-op is a store like Pathmark or
Grand U ruon. It is one of Amy Meyer's
and Jennifer William's highest priorities
, to correct this case of mistaken identity.
The chie[co-operators face the task
of improving communication with the
members and with the community at
large. They hope to continue furthering
the spirit of cooperation as an
alternative to standard and exploitative
consumer relationships.
The Co-op is located in the basement
of CCN, and is open to the public
Wednesday afternoons . The next
members' meeting is scheduled to be
,held on Thursday March 29 at 10 pm. in
the Fireside Lounge of CCN. All are
welcome.

the student senate spring lecture series presents
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social construction and
cultural transformation"
Coming Lectures:
-March 29 -The Socialization' of Sexuality---
Wendy McKenna--------

---April 5-Sexuality and the Mass Media---
'Kate Eili's - - - - - - - - - - 

--April 12 -Sexual Deviance in American Society
Pat C a l i f a - - - - - - - - - - 

traditional strategy of counter
insurgency method has been to "empty
the water."

up in- the hands of the rebels, either by
capture, or by Purchase from
Salvadoran Army offic~rs.

Terror, torture, and the massacre oJ
villages ~re not the indiscriminate
actions of poorly trained troops. They
are part of a deliberately planned policy
of the Salvadoran regime for
controlling a repressed , impoverished
people, and to separate the Rebels from
the support of those..people.
Gregorio Mira, Pedro Pacheco,
Lorenzo Gutierrez, Manuela Duarte,
Isaias Laudevrde, Francisco Vasquez,
Jeronimo Alverangea, members of
Acopesna agrarian cooperative. Taken
by Salvadoran Army, November 20,
1982. Found November 22, beaten and
beheaded.
The present bishop of El Salvador,
and other observers of the war say that
up to half of American military aid ends

Without direct U.S. combal
involvement, there is probably no way
the Salvadoran Regime can defeat the
guerillas. As long as large amounts of
American milit~y aid goes to the
regime, the rebels probably cannot
defeat the regime. The war will go on,
and the killing will go on, and on, and
on. Amnesty International, Americas
Watch, and Catholic Church
organizations in El Salvador all believe
that the vast majority of these killings
are done by the government.
The Reagan administration says that
El Salvador is, under attack by Soviet
supported guerillas, that this is a threat
to American security, and that we are
supporting an embattled democracy
that is trying to respect human rights. I

don't mean to argue with that here, and
will just say that in my opinion there has
been no rational, honest evidence that
American security is threatened by a
rebel victory in El Salvador, and the
idea that we are supporting a
government that respects human rights
is, I think, a cynical and grotesque
justification.
,
The war in ~l Salvador willl'lOt ·be,
decided in El Salvador. It could not go
on without American money and the'
American. military presence. Only
Americans can stop the killing, by
telling their government to get out ofEl
Salvador. Whatever Ambassador
Kirkpatrick says, Americans are pulling
triggers in El Salvador.
Claudio Flomenco, age 75, killed by
Salvadoran military, July 9, 1980.
Morgonta Abrego, age 3, killed by
Salvadoran military, February 12"
1981.
.
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Rape: A Victim 'sRecourse to Justice
:Iby 'Rosanne Lufrano

In the Novem~r 8,1983 issue of The

involved in the court trial. The accosted
immediately after the man leaves the co,\.lld_h~,ve been ~I!lrified further if the
woman was a junior at Columbia
victim's apartment. The defendent had
defendent gave a testimony. However,
lecture given by, the author of Men On University at the time ofthe trial, which
left the victim's door open, and having the Ist Amendment of the pnited States
Rape, Timothy Beneke. Beneke's evidently was two years after the crime heard a commotion, the neighbor came Constitution gran!s the defendant,. ar.
lecture and book focus on the was reported. She lived with friends on
alleged rapist, the right to remain silent.
out and saw the open door. She entered
underlying socio-sexual factors · which Clermont Avenue, at West I 17th Street. . tlieapartment to find her neighbor This means he does not have to testify.
contribute to our society'S lax attitudes The defendent was a married man who
crying on the bed. She asked what had
~fter deliberating the case, the jury
about rape and why it happens. While lived in the neighborhood. The victim
happened, the victim replied that she · felt that the d.efendant ytas guilty of.
talking with a friend, I came across a did not know him personally, but had been raped. The neighbor phoned
rape. But since. the only evidence that
new angle from which to explore the recognized his face and knew people the police and an ambulance. The ·could be used as a basis for conviction .
problem of rape, specifically, what is the who knew him. On the day in question, victim was taken to the hospital in the
was the testimonies given by the two
aftermath of the crime as it happens in it was established that the man had rung ambulance and after the examination,
women, the victim and the' neighbor
the criminal justice system? .
(who had not seen the I,lctual act), the
the bell downstairs on entering the she ga'ie the police her repon.
Donald Francis Gearey, a· woman's building.. Altho~gh . her
judge wa~ed the jury that they ~ould
The ·Defense Attorney's Cross
sophomore here at Purchase, served intercom was not working nght, the Examination:
not convict the man. The Ju1ige
jury duty on a rape trial. Before the trial, woman asked who was there, but could
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t e tesbmomes were eal' t e
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·after the courts get through with it.
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unprejudiced, impartial personalities don't struggle
and you won't get .hurt." la~ts. ntis Sl~, t e de ense.lawyer including women, were convinced by
on the jury. As part of the screening,
The ,wo~n was overwhd~ed With the tnc:<i . to sway the. J~ry, to qu~tlon the
the judge that the victim, if being raped,
Donald was asked if he had ever known
ma~ s SIZC:, and obeyed his threa~ to validity of the ~ctIm s tesbmony, to
could have resisted to some extent.
anyone who had been raped. In his aVOid gettmg be~ten, or perhaps killed. . ~uggest.that It could be ?er Therefore, although they knew that she
eagerness to serve on the case, Donald
He forced her mto the bedroom and mterpretatlOn through psycholOgIcal
had been raped, the jury could not be
answered no, a little white lie that he
raped her.
etcetera fa~to~s. It was also suggested
certain · that the act had violated the
told only to get on the jury. The truth
that the VictIm was the defendent's
'
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Iover, and when she f,OUDd out t h at he woman,
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was that someone very close to hiin had
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actually been raped.
There was one witness who testified. was married, decid"ed to press charges . Sen 'Y I~g. . d
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t y s attltu es towar s rape are '
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or, an s e enters
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the
only
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,
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easona e
, other evide?ce presented in the ca.se .w~s resistance" is an example of how rape is
,
.the doctor s ' report and the Victim s somehow seen as the woman's fault and
clothing, The jury found it rather it is not taken as a serious offense. Some
difficult to decipher the doctor's report. attitudes are: "so, what is the extent of
. The only information they were able to the harm? The woman probably
extract from the report was that there. enjoyed it anyway. She asked for iLShe
provoked it. She was teasing and flirting
was definite evidence 'Of intercourse and
some minor cuts and abrasions. The and then had to pay up." These attitudes
doctor, however, was not called in to are real and embedded in many people's
testify. Her clothes were slightly consciousnesses.
As I noted in my last article, only 2
damaged, but no strong evidence of
violence was indicated. The woman was 3% of all rapists are convicted, and nipe
wearing a skirt and a dance leotard, and is a rapidly increasing crime. If rape
forced entry was easily managed by cannot be brought to justice in the
lifting the skirt and shoving over the courts, and if there is no strong
leotard, which the victim attested to. improvement in the conviction rate,
Neither the doctor's report or the rape will continue to increase
clothing could conclude that a rape had uncontrolled. The defendent in this case
occurred.
was found innocent, and was released to
It seems that the facts in the case resume his faIllily life.
Load, I had written an article based on a
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Mondale

coutmued
[rom page three---

opposed to t,he special interest politiCs
of the past.
But Illinois showed a number of
things:
I. Hart is not a bove messy.
traditional politics. He accused
Mondale of attacking his character by
using the issue of Hart's changed
name and age. Hart had to apologize
when it became clear that his charges
were totally false. Hart also blundered '
by allowing it commerical to run ,
which harshly criticised Mondale for
accepting the support of Ed Vrdolyak,
a controversial Chicago politicia'n.
Hart apologized for the commercial,
but it took him two days to get itoff the
air, and the fiasco got heavy coverage
on Illinois television.
2. Hart does not have wide support.,
He appeals largely to affluem,
upwardly mobile, highly-educated
'whites. He has been unable to win
black votes, and has trouble with
people who , see themselves as
economically disadvantaged.
3. Mondale has a stronger line of
attrlck now than does Hart. Mondale
made the que~tion in Illinois one of
who would make the best president.
Mondale • made a big gain by
preseming himself as a sure-footed,
experienced leader with compassion
for the people, and common sense in
foreign affairs. His attacks against
Hart as being naive and inconsistent
are working.
Meanwhile, the special imerests
charge against Mondale does not have
the c10utlhat it did in New Hampshire
and the New England states.
4. Polls show that Mondale won the
"late-deciding" vote in the South, and
in Illinois. People who made up their
minds in the last two days voted for
Mondale. When it comes down to the
wire, Mondale's
.
. experience and strong

record seem to weigh more than Hart's
vague promise of "new ideas."
Though I would predict (hat
Connecticut will by Hart's la'st
hurrah, and that his campaign is
fizzling out at the same time lhat
Moridal~"s is' coming on strong, there
are s,lill some disturbing elements to
Hart's po'pularity.
Hart seems to be the choice of most
studem.voters, which, to me, supports
the idea that student voters are more
'into trends than issues.
Here's a typical pro-Hart voter,
quoted in the New York Times. "He
does have new ideas, even though I
can't remember exactly what they are.
Maybe I'm just on the bandwagon, but
e.veryone seems to like him," said 18
year-old John Shepherd.
The impression young people seem
to have of Hart' is expressed in an
article elsewhere in this issue. "Hart is
very liberal. He is stressing new' ideas
and a new generation of leadership."
' Well, let's examine the nuclear arms
i~sue, and see just how liberal Hart is.
"Hart is a leading critic of the build,
up in defense instigated by
Reagan ... Hart, unlike Mondale ,
supports the proposal for a negotiated
build-down with the Soviet Union,"
says the aforememioned 'pro-Hart
article.
The fact is that Hart has a number of
positions on nuclear arms, many of
' which are comradictory. He would
call for a moratorium on the testing of
new weapons immediately on taking
office.
'
Yet at the same time he would seek
to deploy the new Midgetman missile.
How he would do this without testing
the weapon is unclear.
He has been both a supporter and
opponent of "build-down," which is
the Reagan administration's proposal
to allow one new, advanced, nuclear
weapons to be built for every old o,n e
wh~ch ,isdes}royed. This dangerous

'
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In o~ of his most definitive
, ,proposal, which Hart now says he is
•against, but which he has also been a 'statements to date, Hart has said that
supporter of in the past, would allow. •he hopes to take this election out of the
)he arms race to continue, and would "left-right spectrum of ideological
i give us what Han supporters might politics. "
This is precisely why students
call "a new generation of missiles with
should support Mondale over Hart.
new ideas. "
Compare Hart's fuzzy record on Mondale has blasted Reagan for his
' nuclear arms, combined with his fuzzy trashing of the civil rights
. grasp of world politics (He recently commission, and has promised to
restore many of the social spending
'J declined to describe Cuba as a
totalitarian state) with Mondale's cuts which have made the poor grow
,clear support of the nuclear freeze, and ,poorer under Reagan.
Reagan has been one of the most
it seems that students should feel
much safer with a President Mondale. ideoligcally radical presidents in
Also distrubing about student recent history, with a militantly
support for Hart is that much of Hart's conservative. agenda that has
appeal is to the same type of selfish auempted to wipe out the left-wing
voter who put Reagan into office. In gains of the 60·s.
On civil rights, the environment,
'economic policies, with his strong
support for free enterprise and a fairness to women and minorities,
hands-off govern men t approach to big' foreign affairs, and many other issues,
business, Hart is much closer to Ronald Reagan has put a dangerous
right-wing ideology into operation
' Reagan than to Mondale.
Hart voted against a windfall profits over 'the last four years.
For this reason, it is imperative that
,tax for newly discovered oil, and he
voted against a hospital cost the election of 1984 is seen as a left
containment bill. Much of Hart's right election. Students can show their
,success has been his ability to cast support for social causes rather than
himself as a liberal to liberals and a selfish causes by voting for Mondale in
the April 3 primary.
•conserva ti ve to conservilti ves.

i

advised the White House against
involvement."
When asked about Reagan's ability
to pull off such policy disasters with
danger of the overvalued dollar.. little criticism, while the press itself is
,Because it encourages a high level of often scorned by the public, Ellis said,
imports; and makes exports expensive,' "Many American's still don't forgive the,
it adds to a trade deficit which is making press for Watergate. The press is
us dependent on foreign money.
generally liberal, and is perceived as
Ellis, who was a foreign being against many of the values for
correspondent stationed in Beirut, which 'many Americans stand. There's
criticised the Marine "peacekeeping no doubt ' about it, the press is not
mission" in Lebanon as pointless. "We popular."
got involved in a religious war where we
Ellis' talk was the third in a year-long
became partisans, fighting for the. series of four, which has included
Christians. It was a mistake, just as Howard K. Smith and Melvin Laird,
Vietnam was a mistake. In both and will end with an appearance by
Lebanon and Vietnam, the' military John Kenneth Galbraith.
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- - - - - - - - - - - _-1984 Summer Study Abroad Opportunities - - - - - - - - - - - 
sponsored by STATE UNIVERSITY of NEW YORK- OSWEGO

" U.S: dollar,
'
, 1984-1985 OVERSEAS ACADEMIC P~OGRAMS
Thanks to the strong
we are able to' offer fabulous values
,
FALL or SPlUNG
, ' ,-. for our Summer 1~84 p'rograins. Contact our office for more SUNY- UPR EXchange Program ~CADEMI~
,YEAR"
-,
detailed information. 'Don't miss this great opportunity!
University of Puerto Rico
Rio Pedras, Puerto Rico

Study Tour of BiStorical Britain
Engl.nd. Seo"d and Wales
2 weeks - 3 credits

May 22 - June 6
$835.00

JI'l'each Laagaage and CivilizatioD
St. Malo. France
8 weeks - 7 credits
CoDtemporary British Culture
Londoll, Engl.Dd
7 weeks - 8 credits

June 23' -' August 17
$1,180.00

June 29 - August 18
$975.00

'

Spaaish Laapage • 'Civilizatioil
June 29 - August 17
Madrid. SpaiD
$1,195.00
7 weeks - 8 cred,its
GeI'llUlD Laaguage •

CivilizatioD

June 30 - August- 25
$1,750.00

'

ChiDese Laagwage • CivilizatiOD
Sh....... Chiaa (Teacher's College) June 28 - August 4
5 weeks
"
1$2,700.00

SUNY Tuition and fees/credit hour
'Undergraduate

Graduate

New York State ReSident

$45.00

$~)O.OO

Out of State Resident

$88.00

$133.00

College Fee - $.85/credit hour
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$1,677.

OSWEGO-UPR Maya.guez Exchange Program
University of Puerto Rico
University of Puerto Rico
$955.
Business Administration
, Mavaguez Puerto Rico

$627

OSWEGO-Tsukuba Exchange Program
Tsukuba University
NA
Ibaraki, Japan

$2,900

$1,677.

$627(not i{lcl:

room, board or
health insurance
, NA

OSWEGO-Beijing Exchange'Program $4,700 (~coui-s~s taught in
Beijing College
Chinese-at least 2 years of thin~se '
Beijing, China
:!anguage study a prerequisite)
' OSWEGO-Shanghai Exchange ProgralJl
Shanghai Teacher's College
$4,700
~hanghai, China

"oswEGO International Broadcasting
London, England

Breg. Austria
8 weeks - 8 credits

. $2,955.

NA

, OSWEGO-SOr:l:xmne Universi ty
Paris, F7rance
"

$4,400.

$1,920.
$1,920.
(Breakfast only)
$2,500.

, $2,500.

, All program costs include round trip airfare, room and board, field 'trips,
'activities and International Student I.D.Cardholder's insurane,
.unless otherWise noted. ' si.mY Tuition and fees per semester are 8675.00
for New York State· residents, and $1,325.00 for out-of-state residents.
'College Fee, ls '$12.50 ALL PROGRAM AND TUITION COSTS ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH NOTICE
Send for a program announcement and applicati'on to:
Director,
Office of International Education
102 Rich Hall
SUNY Oswego
Oswego, N.Y. 13126
tel. (315) 341-2118

Canada's Bear ofBeers
is here!
Down from the North Woods of Canada comes
Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew.
An authentic Canadian lager-naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor
no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!

~,.
CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Imported by Van Munching & Co., Inc., New York, NY
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,29 Thursda):

Calendar
Of Events
March 26

11:30 am.

Visiting A rlist Lecture Series
Linda Plotkin: printer / printmaker
Perception Lab, V.A. Building.
,12:15 p.m. PET/Eugene lonesco's:

The Lesson

Humanities Theater.
1:30 pm. Hebrew Table
Snack Bar, CCN.

Philosophy Lecture Series:
Thoughts After Pursuits of Happiiress;
A Reading of a Film
Dr. Stanley Cavell, Neuberger Museum.
7:30 pm.

April 9

Chamber Music Society
of Lincoln Center Theater B.

8:00 pm.

, 8 &: 10:30 pm.

30 ' Frida~

26 Mondax
4:30 p.m.
Student Senate Meeting
Conference room, CCN.,
8:10 pm.

Natural Science Lecture Series:
Biology and Sociology
Dr. Laurence Slobodkin,
Natural Science Auditoriu,m
9:00 pm.

Film/Heartland
Humanities

Student Union Meeting
Fireside Lounge, CCN.

12:15 pm.
PET/EuRene lonesco's:
The 'Lesson
Humanities Theater.
....
4-6 pm. Pub Open
CcS
6:00 pm. Junior Soprano RecitaL'
Beth Dorsett
Recital Hall, Music Building. '
8:00 pm. Faculty Organ Recital:
Robert Ferita
Recital Hall, Music Building.

8 &: 10:30 pm. Film/Risky Business
Humanities

9 pm.

27' Tuesdax

Dancing
CCS

31Saturdax
12:15 p.m.
PET/Eugene lonesco's:
The Lesson
Humanities Theater.

8:00 pm.

,
8

~:OO

Senior Percussion Recital:
Peter Alexander
Reci~l Hall, Music Building

and

10:30 pm.

p.m.

Balm in GiIetId

Theater Arts And Film Division
,
Abbott Kaplan Theater.

Film/Stalag 17
Humanities

8 &: 10:30 ' Film/Risky Business
H umaruties
8:00 p.m. General Foods Series:

Anthony Newman
Theater A.

28 Wednesdax

' ~- l "Suiida!

12 noon
General Programming Committee Medin,
Conference room, CCN.
I.! "

-,

1.2:15 pm.

PET/Eugene lonesco's:
The Lesson
Humanities Theater.
4-6:00 p.m.

Pub Open
CCS

8:00 p.m. Juluor SOprano Recital:
Yumi Nakano
Recital, Hall, , ~usjG Building.
9 pm.

WNAS

10:30 am.
Roman Catholic Mass
Fireside Lounge, CCN.

3:00 pm. Balm in Gikad
Theater Arts and Film Division
,
Abbott Kaplan Theater.

;. " 3~ 'pm.

Stutknt Soprano RecilllI:
. Doreen Firestone
Recital Hall, Music BUilding.

7:30 pm. Film/Risk.y Business
Humanities
9 pm.

Coffeehouse
, CCS.

2

Monda~

6 Frida){

4:30 pm.
Student Senate Meeting
Conference Room, CCN
9 pm. Student Union Meeting
Fires;de Lounge, CCN

4:00 p.m.
Men's Tennis
Purchase vs. New Paltz. Tennis Courts.
4-6 pin. Pub Open
CCS
8 pm. Balm in Gilead
Theater Arts and Film Division
Abbott Kaplan Theater
8:00 pm. Senior Violin Recital:
Zoia B%govsky
Recital Hall, Music Building

3 Tuesda~

8 & 10:30 pm. Film/Diva
Humanities
9 pm. Dancing
CCS
-12 noon
Visual Arts Symposium:
.Time As Structure
Perception Lab, V.A. Building
8:00 pm. 20th Century Music Series:
Student's Recital
Recital Hall, Music Building
8 & 10:30 pm. Film/Sunset Boulevard
Humanities

7 SaturdaI
8:00 pm.
-Muir String"QuaW!t
Theater B
8:00 pm. Balm in Gilead
Theater 'Arts and Film Division
Abbott Kaplan Theater

4 Wednesdax

New Orchestra of Westchester
Theater A

8:00 pm.

8 & 10:30 pm.
12 noon

Film/Diva
Humanities

Visual Arts Symposium.:
Time As Structure
Perception Lab, V.A. Building
Pub Open
CCS
4:30 p.m. Information Session:
Graduate School Financilll Aid
Sponsored by Faculty, ·Staff and · Residence
Fireside Lounge, CCN
4-6 pm.

8 Sundax

8:00 pm. Balm in Gikad
Theater Arts and Film Division
Abbott Kaplan Theater.
8:00 pm. Student Percussion Recital:
Robert SlIIck
Recital Hall, Music Building
9 pm.

10:30 am.
Roman Catholic Mass
Fireside Lounge, CCN
_
3:00 pm. Balm in Gilead
Theater Arts and Film Division
Abbott Kaplan Theater

WNAS

3:00 pm.

5 Thursda):

Student Soprano Recital:
. Cynthia K ossoff
Recital Hall, Music Building
-_ 7 pm.

9 pm.

10:30 am.
Music Lecture: Arts in Education
By Yehudi Wyner,-CentcLfodhe Arts.
12 noon AlulfUUl Recital:
Laura ROMi/Btuoque Flute
Recital Hall, Music Building
1:30pm. Hebrew Tabk
Snack Bar, CCN

Coffeehouse
CCS.

9'Mondal
,.'
';l.

4:30pm. VisIUllArtsSymposium:
- Tinre As Structure
Student Pieces. Perception Lab,'V~A. BUilding.

~

'.-... ,

:J

8:00 pm. Balm in Gilead
; Theater Arts and . Film Division
Abbott Kaplan Theater
. _8 :00p.m. , LeCture Series on C,elllivity:
The H e;oic.-I deal in A merican Literature
Dr.TheOdor Gross. Social ScienCe 'Auditorium
8 & 10:3(!pm. Film/Harkn County
Humanities

Film/Diva
Humanities

~

.. ... .
_I

.

4:30 p.m.
Student SeNlte Meeting
Starring John WjIliams
Conference room, CCN
9:00 p.m.

.' j

\ ;,

Student Union Meeting
Fireside LQunge, CCN

Information Up-date on·the
Pell Grant Program for 84-85
The · PeU Grant Progiam,· a federal
grailt in which the Department of
Education determines eligibility, will
experience some changes for 198~-85.
Most notable of those changes are:
I. The processing facility will change
from Los Angeles to Iowa City, Iowa.
2. The maximum grant will be.
increased from $1800 to $1900 per
academic year.
Ii' 3. The "cost of education" definition
used to determine the amount ofawards
o for off-campus students will be
; liberalized to allow for the possibility of
higher awards.
4. Instead of a three-page set of
identical Student Aid Reports, the new
Student Aid Report will consist of the
following:
A; Eligibility Letter
. B. Information Review Form-used
to submit corrections
C.Payment Document
These new changes will affeCt""
Purchase students in a variety of
different ways. Aside from the
possibility of larger grant awards,.
students will have to be careful to apply
promptly and accurately. Whereas

=
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Alumni Flock to-Purchase
For First Reunion
by Linda Cbidsey
The SUNY Purchase Alumni.
Reunion, held on Sunday, March 4, was>
a resounding success! Some 350
Purchase Alumni attended,
representing the full spectrum of
graduating classes and divisions. Grads
came from as far away as Washington,
D.C., Rhode Island, Massachusetts and
Wisconsin-several babies in tow.
The Green Room of the Center for
the Arts was decorated in keeping with
the theme ··Travel Through Time
Purchase Past, Present and Future." A
"hot air balloon" provided the focal
point in the center of the room. Guests
were regaled by the music of a student
jazz group led6y Jim McElwaine, a
member ofthe Music faculty. Photos of
Purchase fs,culty, staff, graduates and
administrators were displayed, lilong
with copies of The Load and orientation
t-shirts. But clearly the main attractions
were the faces of old friends. For many
alumni, this reunion provided the first
dpportunity to share memories and
catch upon the intervening years.

Many guests attended the student
dance production or the theatre
performance of Gorky's Lower Depths.
Others visited the Neuberger Museum
to see the Edvard Munch exhibit.
Alumni also took this opportunity t6
speak with President Grebstein and vice ·
Presidents Coughlin, Katz and Siegel to
learn about the College's current
programs and future plans. Also
present was Dee Molinari. Former
Director of Housing, now the executive
Assisiant to the President, Dee has been
with the College since 1972 and has
served as mentor and friend to hundreds
of alumni.
The comments of all who attended
attested to the success of this Reunion.
A party from Boston set off for home
with bunches of helium balloons which
had decorated the Green Room. Several
Alumni who were lingering over their
good byes speculated as to whether the
balloons might last long enough to.
transport the group back to the next
Purchase Reun,ion.

information can be corrected, oily.
corrections · may be .· made on the
Information Review Form (formerly
anyone of the three SAR's could be
used to submit a correction). Reported
information will still have to be·
validated by the Financial Aid Office
before payment can be authorized.
Therfore, students must be certain to
submit clear, legible, and signed copies
of income tax returns for both
themselves,their parents, and if
married, their spouse.
The best method to follow in order to
receive your Pell Grant funds when you
really need the moriey is to allow
sufficient processing time. Apply now,
don't delay. Submit )lour income tax
returns or other income documents.
Keep copies of your Pell Grant
application or Financial Aid Form,and
record the dates when you mail them.
Qestions concerning the status of Pell
Grant applications for 1984-85 can be
directed to the Federal Application
Processing Center 319-337-3738
9:00am-7:00 pm, Monday througb
Friday.

The BREATHIN' EASY BE;.NEFlT· Aerobic and Exercise Dance-A-Thon
Westchester Communitv College, Valhall(!.,
SUNDAY, MAY 6,1984 - 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. - SAVE THAT DATEt
To benefit the American Lung Association, Hudson Valley, Inc.
your local "Christmas Seal Peoble"
A II proceeds from ·this event will be used to support:·
ASTHMATIC CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS WITH CHRONIC LUNG. DISEASE
FREEDOM FROM SMOKlNG PROGRAMS
call:. An:terican Lung Assoc: (914) 949-2150
33 Orchard Street
..

White Plains, N.Y.

--Course Listings For.Proposed ~ummer Courses Finally Disclosed to Anxious Campus Community-·
Tentative course listing for Summer
Session 1,984-June II to July
27/ August 3 ai"S UNY Purchase.
Genenl Interest
Speed Reading
Listen and Be Listened To
Personal Financial Planning .
Conversational French
Conversational Italian
d
Vocabulary Enrichment a n
Communication Skills
Manage Your TIme Effectively
Basic Auto Mechanics
Loving '
.
On With
Show!
Aerobic Dancercise
-Psychology
Eating
Summerfare
Acting Workshop: Improvization and
the StruCture of Dramatic Action ·
Advanced Acting Workshop:
Developing the Professional Actor
SUNY Youth Theatre
English as.a Second Language

The

of

HtUDaDities .
,Masterpieces anel Minorpiec~ of Art
History ,
Atperican Art. in the Modern Era
Modern American Civilization
First-Person America
The Making de the Modem World
Beginning Spanish I & II
.
Workshop in Modem Hebrew
Survey of MOdern American Literature
.Shakespeare: The World as Stage
12 The Load, March
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Literatures of tb'e Old and New Social· Sciences
Theatre
Testaments
Basic Principles of Accounting
Moving Pictures: The Art of The Film
Contemporary Anterican Poetry
Introduction to Business Law
Intro to Filmmaking and Doc./ Drama
The Short Novel
Fundamentals of Marketing
tic Action
Forster, Woolf and L a w r e n c e F u n dam e n t a Iso f F i.n a n ci a I Intro to Filmmaking and Animation
The Modern Short Story ·
Management
Workshop
Beginning Logic
Introduction to Management
Intro to Filmmaking and Doc./ DramaFundamentals to Advertising
tic Action and Animation Workshop
Today's Moral Problems
Oral Communications
Ad vanced Acting Workshop:
' Writing College Essays
Fiction Writing Workshop
Mass Media and The Power of Developing the Professional Actor
Advanced Fiction Writing
Communication
. Moving Pictures: The Art of Film .
Visual Arts
Crime and Criminal Justice in the U.S.
Introduction to Woodworking
NlrtUrai Science
America in the Contemporary World
Intermediate Woodworking &;
Introduction to Astronomy
The American Presidency
Furniture Design
Introduction to Genetics & Lab
Introduction to Sociology
Grapllic Design Workshop
Sociology of ·Death, . Grief and Paste-up an,d Mechanicals
General Chemistry I & II
General Chemistry I & II Lab;
Mourning
Introduction to Drawing
Introduction to MicroprOceS~~rs
Violence and the Family
Life Drawing
Introduction to Computers
Beginning Painting
Introduction to SOBOL Programming Dance
Intermediate Painting
Advan~d COBOL Programming
'Young Dancers' Summer Program
:Advanced Painting
Workshop in Systems Analysis and BeginoingBallet I st Level
Watercolor: Beginning and
Design
Beginning Ballet 2nd Level
·Intetmedi~te
Computer Science I
Beginning Ballet 3rd Level
- Introduction to Black & White·
Intermediate Math
Intermediate Ba.l1et
:Photography
Fundamentals of Elementary Math
Qeginning Jazz
·Photography Workshop: Intermediate
1>recalculus
Advanced Beginners Jazz
Pho"lographyWorkshop: Advanced
Calculus I .
intermediate Jazz
.PhotO-Offset Workshop
Statistics
Modem Dance
. Intaglio: Etchirig and Collagraph .
·Physics I & II Lab
Workshop in Metal Sculpture·
Introduction to Psychology
Music"
Figure Modeling
Adolescent Psychology
Beginning Classical Guitar
~_ Contemporary
Approches to Intermediate Classical Guitar
,
Voice Workshop
Psychotherapy
This list is subject to change. Catalogs
Abnormal Psychology
Will . be a~ble in the Continumg .
Singer'S Performance Wotkshop
Theories of Personality
-Educ.tion 'Office aftei April 1st.
Music Composition

Nijinska's Les Noces: A Revival
•
by Adam Brightman
March 2 saw the prt'miere of an
imponant dance work here at
Purchase. It was the first night eif the
Dance Corns at Purchase's recent
11I.n~·l'n wries, al!d lhl' alldience was"/
pn\'llegl'll to see lA'S Nuces, a revival of
die 1923 ballet by Bronislava Nijinska.
In an interview with Kazuko
lirabayashi, Acting- Dean of the
D-clOce Department,
dances are chosen not only in terms of
their significance as a dance, but also
lheir musical and historical
imponance. In this regard, Les Noces
was a good choice, but once the choice
10 do Les N oces here had been made,
mere ,were some,difficulties. In order
to do Les Noces, the Dance
ilepartment needed the permission of
Nijinska's daughter, Irnia Nijinska,
who - only wanted professional::;;;o
mmpanies to perform the ballet.
Ma~me Nijinska was invited to
Purchase to see last December's dance
mncen, and according to Hirabayashi .~
she was so impressed by the quality of
the work that she agreed to work
directly with the Dance Department in
waging the ballet.
Madame Nijinska, who lives in
California, came to Purchase at the
beginning of this semester and spent
five weeks rehearsing the dancers every
clay in pH'paration for the concert.
This was a unique opportunity for
both the dancers and the school, to
have someone who, as Hirabayashi
put it, is " in the history book," which
J.he certai n ly is.
BionislavaNijinska, Nijinsky's
~'()Ungl'r sister, was Diaghilt'v's only
woman choreographer, and one of the
o~ginal dancers, in his company. She
started making dances in 1921 and
choreographed eight ballets, one of
'which was Les Noces. Diaghilev had
wanted to present a ballet based on the
music or Stravinsky's Les Noces for
some time, and he entrusted the
choreography to Nijinska. She created
lhe bailer after meeting with
Stravinsky, who played her the score,
and Nathalie Gontcharova, the
designer, but from the first'She insisted
on implementing h~r own ideas about
the ballet, which included simplicity
in design and freedom of movement
(or the dancers.
Les Noces, or, "The Wedding," is prC!Sfnted in four tableaus. .The first '
three occur before the wedding, the ,
,last directly afterwards. The wedding
ceremony is never seen, and there is a
'story involved in this ballet; it is a story
o( preparatioD and consumm,Hion,
not one of wedding, but ofthe idea of a
wedding. The characters are ' the
Russian peasants, and their ' dress ' is
simple, although it has the iook of
(ormality, of a special occasion. In the
first tableau the bride's hair is to be

f 1.

--~-

.cut, as part of her preparation and
according to tradition. The hair is
represented by two very long braids
made of rope, held by the eight women
who are the bride's friends. Her
parents standoffto·one side, staring
out, motionless. The dancers alternate
between a slower series of movements,
'heads on one arm, rising and falling,
and a quick stepping on pointe as they
hold the braids out from the bride's
head. There is a pervasive sense of
expectation, ,mixed up with
The first section ends
with the women laying their heads on
_ _ _ LOp of each other, each leaning in to
- - - place her head carefully in place, the
,bride coming last to rest her head on
top. This creates a strange image,
almost like an oncoming descent for '
the bride, through her friends.
The next tableau introduces us to ,
th'e groom and his parents and friends.
Like the bride, the groom does Dot
.participate in the dancing, but here he
seems both to be urged on by his /
friends and to be commanding them. '
They are his peers and his followers.
They perform a stamping dance, with
a martial attitude, circling the,groom,
which changes to a wilder, almost'
drunk dance, their figures slightly
~:A •
bent, hands clenched into fists. There
is a repeated gesture of throwing up
the arms with one fist stretched all the
:way, and the other half as far, their ,
(aces turned up towards their fists. It is
a gesture of power, of virility, and of
If:~
penetration. which we see again in the
fourth tableau.
The third tableau returns us to the
bride's house, where the friends gather
the braids around the bride's neck in ,
what could be their final gesture of.
friendship as peers, or a frightening' ~,
, image of suangulation, or being cut:-
of( from her peers, like the image of the
heads indicating the brid~'s passage
' into marriage. The sense of despair
and loss is emphasized at the end of the
senion when the bride reaches her arm
out towrds her mother, who is then left
alone ~>n the stage, and folds her head
and arms into her chest in a gesture of _ _~
hopeless despair.
,: . The fourth and final t-ableau takes
place after the wedding. The bride and'
groom, with their parents, are seated
atop a high platform at the rear of the
stage. Below and in front of them,
.............. ~ filling the stage, are 30 dancers, men
~and women; and they perform the
•
celebration of the wedding. The
dancers begin with all the men on one ___
, .->side, all the women on the other, but~·
~they soon weave around each other,

_.......
,creating diHerent - pairings and ' ,. ,.
group,~ngs . . - Thft men repeat , the
drunken ' dance from the second
'tableau, which now appears to be a
kind of sexual. boasting, while the

;:.

women re(lea t a gesture of the ha nds
'and arms curving upwards, then
'opening out. This closing and
opening, accompatl}ed by the
penetrative gesture of the fists
menitioned before, seems to imply an
interplay between the male and female
d;mcers of virility and fertility
imagery. At this point we must note
that while the dancing was strong and
performed well, though a little messy
near the beginning of the first two
sections, it was at its strongest in the
last tableau, especially on the p~rt of
the two soloists, Jonathan G.rohsgal
and Joan Norvelle. Both showtrl some
of the suongest ballet dancing to be
. seen here at Purchase, Grohsgal with a
erful series of turns ending in a
' climactic raising of the arms, and
Norvelle. with a combinlltion of fetes
arid running on pointe which had all
the fluidity and strength to make it
seem uuly effortless and extremely
pleasurdble. This pleasure, though,
was not necessarily happiness, for in
many ways this is not a happy ballet.
On the platform, the married couple
are led out through a door in the back,
which when opened reveals a painted '
facsimile of a bed. The marriage' is
now going to be consummated. The
:ballet ends,soon afier, with the dancers
arranged so that the male soloist is in
' the center of the stage, ' the female
,soloist a little in front of him. A
number of hands reach up, then fall
along with the sound of a bell in the
, score. The female soloist is in the same
position as the bride at the end of the
first tableau, her head resting atop
many others. The male soloist's hand
reaches up, falls. The ballet ends.
If we are to take the two soloists as
,counterparts for the bride and groom,
,we must also consider ' them as
representative of the whole company
of friends, the community as it were.
The finaJ image seems to be an image
of being trapped, bothas the married
couple they represent and as ,the
celebrcmts they are. fated to re-enact
what they have taken part in. The
weddirig ceremony omitted, we ,.
consider its preparation and its effect.,
,We contemplate the fate of the bride
J and groom, and there is a sense that
marriage is a sacrifice of individual
will at the command of the.
community.
._
Whatever one thinks about Les
Noces, i.t was an_ excitinf and
'enjoyable dance, and hopefully
be
seen again here at Purchase, for those
who did not get tOsee it. arid for those
who would enjoy it again.

will

SPace would not permit a review of the
premiere of Six by Sarah Stackhouse;
but it is as worthy of praise, being one
of the most exhilarating and
, emotional dance works ever seen here. .
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Crimes of the Heart, wrillen by Beth
.Henly, will be presented in portionsj
by the Fort Hill Players on April 9th at
8:00 pm at Rochambeau school on
Fisher Ave. in White Plains. There is
no admission charge and refreshments
will be served following the play.
Muir _String Quanet will mark the
anniversary of their appearance last
year in In Performance at the White
House with an evening of Haydn,
Bartok and Beethoven on Saturday,
April 7th, at the Center for the Arts.
Following the success of their recent
recording of the Franck quintet with
pianist Jean-philippe Collard on EMI
Records, the Quartel has chosen
Haydn's Quartet inG major, Opus 54,
No. I; Bartok's Quartet No. I, and
Beethoven's Quanet in C-sharp
minor, Opus 131 for this anniversary
concert.
Visiting Artist Lecture Series will
pr~ent Linda Plotkin, painter/print
.maker, on Thursday, March 29 at
J I :30 am, VA building.
:Time as Stucture, a symposium, will
be presented on April 4, 5; and 6 in the
V A Building.
10hn Bird, critic, will talk on
Thursday, April 12, at 11:30, VA
bulding.

,'jamaica, Kincaid, an author and' staff·
writer for The New Yorker, will give a
reading from ·her shoh stories on'
Wednesday, April 4th. at SUNY
Purchase. The reading, sponsored by
the College's Division of Continuing
Education, will begin at 8:00 p.m. in'
the Administration Building. There is
no admission~harge.
Concerto Competition Winners
Concert, with Alvin Brehm,
conductor, and Jeremy Swerling,
guest conductor, and the Purchase
Symphony Orchestra, will be held on
Friday, April 13, at 8:00 pm, Center for
the Arts.
Featured are Laura Renino, flute,
'and Laura Wilcox, violin. The,
program will include Mozan's '
Overture to "Cosi Fan TUlle", arid :
Concerto No. I in G Major for Flute
and Orchestra, K.33J, SibeJius'
Concerto in D Minor for Violin and
Orchestra, op. 47, and Schubert's
Symphony No. 5 in B-Flat Major.
Tickets are $5.00, with student-senior
citizen di.scounts .

will

Donald Judd: Six Sculptures
be
exhibited at the Neuberger Museum
from March Il--July IS in the North
Gallery . This installation focuses on
the minimal sculpture of Donald
Judd, featuring both wall and floor
pieces by the artist.

Creativity Lecture Series prese.ills The ' Private Eye: 2oth-.Century Art
Theodore L. Gross, Dean, College of .from New York and Connecticut
Collections will be exhibited from
Letters and Science,on The Heroic
April 8--June 10 in the South Gallery
Ideal in American Literature, on April
5 in the Social Science Lecl\.ITe Hall at of the Neuberger Museum. The third
in a series, this exhibiton is devoted to
8:00 pm.
The lecture will consider some of .the artistic treasures of lower NY State
the archetypal heroic figures of .and Connecticut. Rarely seen works by'
American literature: the Emersonian, such arti'sts as Alberto Giacomelli:
Southern, Black, Disenchanted, 'and . Willem de'Kooning, Robert Graham,
Quixotic heroic types. Contemporary an~red Jensen are included..
trends of the heroic ideal will also be
considered, especially in relation to Anthony Newman, keyboah:l virtuos'o,
the nature of authority in American will perform at SUNY Purchase for
the General Foods/ SUNY Pur~hase',
culture.
Benefit Series on Saturday, March 31),
ArtExpo NY '84, tlie world's largest ail at 8:00 pm ., at the Center for the Arts.
Edward Carroll, trumpeter, and ,
fair, will for the first time offer
discoun t admission tickets to Gordon GOlllieb, percussionist, will
be the assisting artists.
university and college students. The
The program for the evening
$3.50 ticket will entitle a student to
visit the art fair and its special exhibits includes Bach's Prelude and Fugue in
E Flat Major, Handel's Royal.
on Friday, April 6, or Monday, April 9.
.Tickets are available through college· Fireworks Music for organ, trumpet
art departments and directly from the and timpani, and Bach's Passacaglia
College Admissions Department of and Fugue in C Major. Ticket
International Art Exposition Inc., 509 proceeds will establish the General
Foods Scholarship fund for SUNY
Madison Avenue, Box 702, NY, NY,
Purchase students.
10022. Tel. (212) 935-7607.

Trumpeter Edward Carroll
"will be an assisting artisl
for the Anthony Newman
concert al SUNY Purchase
on Saturday, March 31.
The Performance, . pari of
the General Foods /SUNY
Purchase Benefit Series,
will begin at 8 pm. in the
Center for the Arts.

Keyboard r'irtuoso
Keyboard Virtuoso
'A';thony Newman will
perform at SUNY Purchase
Benefit Series on Saturday,
March 31,1984 at8 pm. in
Theatre A, Center for the
Arts.

Percussionist Gordon Gottlieb will be an assisting artist jor the Anthony Newman
cvncert at SUNY Purchase an Saturday, March 31. The performance, part of the
General Foods / SUNY Purchase Benefit Series, will begin at8 pm. in the CenteT1.o~
the Arts.
.
April 12, 1?84

., ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

1",~~~.t Foreign Language Film 1979

"FUNNY, OFFBEAT AND ORIGINAL•••

: \f~jI1~.

Perhaps the best film of its kind since
'The Graduate!"

_ .'~.-.-.

- Richard Fr_man, NEWHOUSE NEWSPAPERS

"It makes you laugh hard and relive your
own high school days. If I were 17, I'd see it
6,000 ti mes !"
- Joc>ISiegel,GOODMORNINGAMERICA

Rog<r~~the

TinDrq!!!.
© ArtemIS
1979 F~Fn~:1~gos
Films
1
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A Successful Performance Piece
by David Schwartz

"The world reaches its perlecuon,
This repetition is unnecessary and question its being performed with two
when the air. the heavenly bodies, and makes the piece a bit wearying, which dance pieces. It is an abstract trial of
earth, make a harmony, as if nature detracts from its luminous quality.
the mind. with two characters, a
would indulge her offspring."
Implosion is to Emergence as night beautiful, minimalist set, and
Breathtaking pastel-colored
is to day, as city is to country, and as direction with such a strong visual
lighting by Tom Werder turns the closed,is to open. The screechy music sense that it can be called
stage into a midwestern landscape in by lannis Xanakis, suggesting blaring choreography.
which one can almost feel the wind, ' taxi horns, and the terrific, ghastly,
Yet the strongest qualities of The
My point is that collaboration
and the 'changing time of day. The splotchy green lighting by Tom Question don't have to do with dance.
between the arts is now so much more
women dance in cotton prin't dresses, Werder, perfectly express the piece's This is a director's and actors' piece,
a Purchase reality than a Pur(:hase
and the choreography makes the piece theme.
performed with power, style, and
dream that when it does happen, we
a pastoral hymn to nature.
The movements are violent and invention. It has an intensity of
often take it for granted.
It is a radiant, open piece. Sam Yip jerky, and there are jarring images of expression which is sometimes
For this, much of the credit must go ' and David Phillips stand towards the alienation, such as when ,one of the missing from Theater Arts
to groups like the Purchase ,back of the stage, gyrating, moving dancers is surrounded, then left alone productions.
slowly in harmony, while the other on the stage.
The Question's is set in the languid
Underground Stage, which presented
dancers
flow
through
the
rest
of
the
Darsow
has
succeeded
in
each
piece
summer-time
' South. It evokes the
A Performance froject. This is their
in strongly articulating the feelings rigid social structure of plantation
space. The two men suggest the sun.
sixth production in less than one year,
the source of energy in the piece's implied by their titles. Their impact life. Scott Robinson, a Junior actor,
and, along with Lux in Tenebris and
unIVerse.
was given an enormous boost by Tom plays The Man. He interrogates Tyra
Gol, one of their most ambitious and
The
lilting
Steve
Reich
piece
Werder's
evocative lighting.
Lisa Janssen, The Young Girl, about
exciti.ng.
with
the
repetitive.
cyclical
an
apparent affair b(:tween her mothe..
meshes
The
Questions,
a
grueling
80
To be accurate, A Performance
nature of the choreogrpaphy.
minute play which has been given an and Adrian, an aggressive
Project is a collaboration, but there is
Apparently, this idea of cycles inspired. inspired, often brilliant staging, is Englishman. The Young Girl's fathel
little connecting Fred Darsow's dance
Darsow
to have the piece repeated. It clearly the main event of the evening. has been cuckolded by the affair.
pieces. Emergence and Implosion,
begins
before
the audience is seated,
It has a dancelike quality, which is
As, she tries to defend ' the father's
with The Questions, a play directed by
and
is
performed
twice.
perhaps
why , one doesn't really honor in her "testimony," it is clear
Brian Foyster, except for the fact that
that The Young Girl is trying to
they have the same technical crew, and ,
protect
her own honor, and innocence.
that the'dances and the play have a
It is an emotional duel, with The
similar intensity and abstraction.
Man brutally attempting to tear down
Em~rgence and Implo'siori,
her defenses, make her cry, make her '
will
hold
its
annual
meeting
at
choreographed by B,ALA sudent Fred
see the horror of the situation.
Darsow as his junior project, are
Both Robinson and Janssen give
strongly ' conceived, wonderfully 8:00 p.m. on Friday March 30 in the Firetiide Lounge
tour de force performances. In
cOmplementary pieces which both
,
CCN
addition to playing ' the main
convey a sense of personal style.
characters, they also act out the roles of
Em er g e nee, to t'h I s dan c e
the mother, the father, and Adrian .
Come
hear
the
plans
in
store
for
1984-1985
ignoramus, seems strongly influen~ed
They do this so vividly that the scenes
by Martha Graham. An Emerson
of the past that are reenacted seem to
and what's been happening this ¥ear,
passage in the program perfectly
tangibly come to life on the stage.
capLUres the lJlood of the piece:
The ·mood of the piece is hard to
\..
~

,
describe, a mixture of dramatic
- .
intensity and absurdity which is first
suggested to the audience by the
minimal, but wonderfully conceived
, [
'I
set.
It consists of a large, pink oversized
chair, a slatuette of a black jockey, a
revolving fan, and a desk.
Foyster's direction succeeds in
letting us feel both the drama and
absurdity of a climactic scene where
The Young Girl is forced to admit that
she saw her mother in the garden one
night, having a tryst with... her father.
The casting choices are per.fect.
Robinson's boisterous, swaggering
manner is complemented wonderfully.
by Janssen's cool performance, which
has a Grace Kelly quality that
combines icy sensuality and
innocence.
There is tension in both
performances, between emotionalism
and self-control. In The Man, the
emotionalism is on the surface, in The
Young Girl, it is j~st below.
My only criticism is the play's
length. It is a wordy play, one in which
we see events from a distance, and it
becomes extremely gruelling. In a
sense, this works to the play's
advantage. By the end, I was so
churned up that I wanted to commit
an act of violence.
Robinson, Janssen, and Foyster
must be credited, though, with a
tremendous amount of ingenuity and
invention, and for taking a chance at a
play which easily could have made for
a tedious production.
I would like to end with a word of
praise to Jeffrey M. Markowitz, the
stage manager, Douglas Shannon,
master electrician, and Donna
Dempsey ,and Elizabeth Logun. the
production assistants. They are the
members of the technical crew and,
though we have no idea exactly what
they did, they must have done it well.

II wasn't until about a week after
seeing Tyra Lisa Janssen's A
Performance Project that a very simple
que's tion occurred to me. What was the
l>urpose, I wondered, of combining a
play with two dance pieces in a
production?

,
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REWARnr-' -------
$500

FOR ANY INFORMATION LEADING
,TO THE ARREST AND CONVICTION OF

THE PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
THEFTS THAT HA VE

OCCURRED IN THE
VISUAL ARTS BUILDING
RECENTL Y.

ALL INFOR·MATION SHOULD
BE DIRECTED TO DEAN
COlKER IN-THE 'V .A.BUILDING
RESPONSES WILL BE KEPT
CONFIDENll'AL '
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A Look At the Clash:
Band in Transition
b~ Kevin Davidson
There's been a lot of talk about The ,goat f~r the punk scene. He was too
Clash. The Clash, up until very soft. '
,recently, have been a top funk-punk
But it can't be denied that Jones lent
rock act, with more than just loud tremendous power to The Clash. The
noise to offer. They started as a raw increqible happy dynamic sound of
punk-rock band, with a certain R & B London Calling and Sandista! are too
and funk influence that is evident obvious for words. And their
·from even their debut album. Five messages, from drugs to stardom to the
albums later, they are considered a political situations of today's world!
new band. Suddenly, with the release are very-on-the-level, without
of Combat Rock, they have become a 'pretension or lies. Up toSandista! the~
different group: pop, effortless, "sell ~were a solid act with incredible verve
out" music. Suddenly they're the rage and dynamic sound, with something
and everyone says they've sold out.
real to say.
,
This might 'not be so fictitious.
Today they are in conflictj
According to Joe Strummer, one of specifically Strummer and Jonest,
the lead guitarists for the band, the Jones is officially out of the band, and
group was being pulled in Strummer has kept most of the banq
unfavorable directions from the
together with two new guitarists\
release of their fifth album, Sandista!,
using the same name, The Clash . A
by the singer/ writer/ guitarist Mick
new release is due soon; what will be
Jones. Mick Jones was a pop star, no
the outcome? Time will tell.

PlIpprls from 11Il' r('('('1/1 RII,f{abasll Puppet Thl'alrl' al Iill' Nl'lIbrr,f!;('r AIl/srI/ill,
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PET Hosts Lunchtime
Serlesh~of Mu.-ical Shows
by Ellie Serena

More PUPPl'ts from the recent Ragabash Puppet Theatre at the Neuberger Museum.
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PET is sponsoring a Lunchtime
Series 9f Musical Showcases of
original student-written work slated
for full productions in the Fall of '84.
This series is set for March 27~30, at
12:15. in the Humanities auditofium.
The showcases are in reality a talent
hunt for performers to appear in the
planned productions. It will also
introduce to the students of Purchase
' the story and music of the full
productions, giving them an
opportunity to see if the plays appeal
to them and if they feel they might
wish to work on 'th~m in some
capacity ... on stage, off-stage, in the
pitl
On the first two days of the series
(27th and 28th), Peter Saxe, a musical
composition major from Rockville
Center, Long Island, will present the
theme and some musical numbers
from his upcoming musical, The
Final Year. Peter describes the piece as
an adult musical about young peopte,
a look into young ambition, romance
and fear of an unknown world. The
writer feels teenagers of the Eighties
are forced to experience things
considered 'adult', but are rarely given
the recognition they deserve as young
adults. The action of this play is based
on four stories interwoven into the
whole, and hopefully, will be
-performed by a 25 piece orchestra.
Peter would like to thank his musical.
compositon teacher, Yehudi Wyner,
in helping, to develop the score. Anne
Schwartz of PET will appear with
Peter to sing some of the show tunes.
The second' performanc~writer in
the series is myself, Ellie Serena, an
older student wn9h~s returned ,to

school with an 'e ye toward
playwriting. I am a Lit. major with an
emphasis on Drama Studies, and
presently am a member of PET. The
play I wish to present is A kulina , a
romantic musical based on a short
story by Alexander Push kin. The play
was translated from Russian by Anne
Avilovich, a retired English teacher,
and adapted into ' a musical play by
Anne and myself. It has received a
staged reading in NYC and many reo
writes have brought A kulina thus far.
The showcase will include a·
description of the story, a few snatches
of dialogue, several main songs, hints
of the atmosphere of the selling and
the characters, and a brief history of
how it came about. Again, we are
looking for people to enjoy the show
and perhaps join forces to work on
bringing it to a full production on the
SUNY campus. (Anne Avilovich will
be present on the March 29th
performance. )
I would like to thank Jay
Bloomrosen for being the producer
and all-around-helperin this Series,
and also PET's faculty adviser for
instigating the Series. The original
planned performance for the Series
was The , Lesson, but it has been
postponed until May 1984.
One • other reminder: any student
interested in being involved in th~
Renaissance Masque (pushed back to
the end of April for good weather),
should contact Marcus Burke or PET.
Meetings are held weekly Tuesdays at
4:30 (0017-Humanities). Actors
Workshops are held on Mondays &
Thursdays at 4:30 (0017). Readings
COMINGt
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Editorial-

Getting a Look in the Mouth

~--::

Purchase has struggled through a winter fraught with the
flu, colds and occasional fits of delerium (not always disease
inspired). Now that we are finally emerging into the lovely
Springtime, just when we thought all the sickness was over
and we could breathe again, we get hit with, Yes, No,
Yes....Election Fever.
Students all over campus have been haggling over the
merits of the different Presidential candidates. And of course
we here at The Load got sucked into the whole affair Oust take
a look at page three). There are even people Qut there who want
to know where The Load stands. (For those who don't know,
it's (he basement of CCS, Room 0028.) So here it is.
We believe in America, we believe in elections, we advocate
clean fun and a pure conscious, we delight in humor, a
campus that loves The Load, raw spaghetti, clean underwear,
. a campus that loves The Load, blue easter eggs, a campus that

y,
\)
d

loves The Load, The Load, The Load, The"Load. We also believe
tha.t voting is good for you, so v:ote, okay.
Now that we have carried out our civil responsibilities, we
can get back to Purchase kind of things. Like, that's right,
more elections.Andjust when you thought the nightmare was
over....
The Student Senate will be holding elections in the near
future. Like the end ofApril, now that the student referendum
has gone through. What this means is that you'll have around
a month to familiarize yourself with the candidates. Not a bad
idea.
As in all elections there are the standard things to look for in
a candidate. No, not how good looking they are, not even how
well they can act. Things like leadership ability, familiarity
with the issues, initiative, responsibility and good looks are all
important. But that's not all. There is a special consideration
to attend to this year when voting which has never beforebeen
an issue.
Although the Student Senate has been fighting tooth and
nail, lip and ankle to get the issue of probation dropped, they
haven't been very successful. The way it looks, there will bea
18 The Load, M!l!'ch 27, 1984

new rule in effect next year. This new rule states that any
student who is on probation will automatically be dropped
from any extra-curricular activity.
So the picture looks like this; Jane Doe, who has just been
elected President of the student body, knows that she better
not mess up academically or else she'll be out of a position. So
when the Student Senate calls an emergency meeting she
decides not to go because she has to study. And of course,
being the President, no one can do anything without her. So
nothing gets done.
Then there's picture two. John Doe figures that he's the
PreSident, so even though he knows that he's headed on a
collision course for probation, he keeps on defending student
rights before the faculty and administration and initiating
political and academic activities. Just when he's in the midst
of enacting his ideas, second semester rolls around. Of course

1a=\I:J
~o

he's on probation, and quite unlike John had anticipated, he
is dropped from his pOSition as PreSident. So the Student
Senate has no President, and we all know that nothing can get
done without the President. So nothing gets done. End of saga.
Whichever way on~ looks at it, it seems like the result is
always the same, nothing gets done. And with that kind of
record, there will be no one to protect the rights, and advance
the deSires of the student body. It will be the students who
ultimately lose out. The Powers that Be don't qUite see it this
way, and at the present late date it hardly seems possible that
they'll start listening to reason and rescind their motion
concerning probation. So the responsibility is once again
ours.
The candidates have a month in which to campaign. They're
probably all excited about the extended amount of time. Buta
month is about what it'll take for us to check them out, get a
look at the bId academic record and all that. It hardly seems
fair that politics has come to academics, I mean it doesn't
much seem to matter on the outside, but so it has. So The
Load's advice, if you don't want to change horses in mid
stream, make sure you get a good look at their teeth.

-
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Meeting the Relative Need
The Load has responded to the confusion
surrounding the dismissal of Alan Sadovnik by
providing space for both Dr. Sadovnik and
Nathaniel Siegel to address the issue. In The
LOtIIl, March 6, 1984, Sadovnik spoke of the
plight ofJunior Faculty. A system where thefear
of tenuring faculty takes precedence over
re.warding meritorious work was seen by
Sadovnik as unfair to the college, as well as the
Junior faculty who are at the mercy of the
administration.
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by Natbaniel Siegel
Alan Sadovnik (The Load, March 6) writes of the
plight of many' Junior Faculty. As employment
opportunities in higher education have contracted,
untenured junior faculty have often been critical of
me tenure system and they have reflected a sense that
meir own worth has not been appreciated. This is
complicated, too, by the fact that mandatory
I'ttirementages have risen, and are likely to continue
to rise, fur;ther reducing the number of available
opportunities for junior faculty members.
I have no desire to enter into a verbal dueling
contest with Dr. Sadovnik- a person for whom I have
a great deal of respect. I think that he overstates an
argument when he says that the merit of junior
faculty is not recognized and rewarded and that there

is no correlation 'between performance and reward.
The fact is that in most cases, review committees, at
Jeast at Purchase, recognize such qualities in their
:r ecommendations and in most cases, but not all, the
College's Administration accepts such
recommendations.
"Merit" is not an absolute quality. Persons may be :
demonstrating meritorious behavior in their
teaching and less than meritorious behavior in
scholarship or service. What is meritorious at
SUNYI Purchase may not be meritorious at Harvard
or Westchester Community College. When I
evaluate merit for persons who are on tenure tracks, I
'look at their accomplishments and I also make '
judgments about whether they should be in the
cohort which is finally considered fora tenure,
appointment. A judgment about merit is a complex
one.
Recognition of merit in faculty and staff is a large
part of the picture; it is not all of the picture. In a
climate of declining resources, which' has been an
unfortunate reality for most of the higher education,
the Administration must address relative needs for
staffing within the College... staffing for now and,
staffing for the needs of future generations of
students.
We are a particularly dynamic institution. For'
example, the College of Letters and Science has a
number of new programs which did not exist two
years ago, and there are new and developing
~~aQuate programs in the Fine Arts. These needs

'must be accommodated or we face stasis in our'
·future.
When I advise the President on matters of '
reappointment, merit and need are always in my
mind. When I speak of merit in my
recommendations, I don't deny the reality of need; ..
when I speak of need, I don't use it as a way to deny
issues of merit. Both are important concerns.
'
, In my administrative experience, I have never'
ignored the recommendations of a reviewing body. I
, take recommendations very seriously. There have
been times I haven ' t always agreed with those'!
recommendations (and often by not agreeing have
acted to the instructor's advantage) but one should,
riot equate "ignoring" a recommendation with
"disagreeing" with a recommendation. Indeed, our
own College Governance Procedures call for a series
of recommendations before 'the President finally ,
acts. If the peer recommendation is to be the sole and
sufficient one, what purpose should any other
recommendation serve?
'
I think that one distorts matters somewhat in ,
portraying an instructor's nOh-reappointment as a; ,
victimization of the instructor and our students, i.e.,~
"Students cannot help but be dismayed by the'
apparent lack of concern for their needs:.. "
Academic administration is not a science; it is '
largely judgmental, but its purpose, as I understand
it, is to provide a place where learning can occur.
When we try to do this, as best we can, the student is
one of our c1ients- not our victim.

'Ibis Week's Letters 'Ibis Week's Let1
,

Recognizing the Imput
Of Player Kevin Vann
To The Editor,
It was most gratifying to read your review oJ oui
men 's basketball season in the March 6, 1984 issue of

The Load.
However, a significant contributor to the team's
success and character was overlooked.
'
Kevin Vann was able to play in si.xteen of our
g'Jmes and averaged 7.5 points per game. In
addition, Kevin drew the strongest and tallest inside
player our opponents offered .. His average five
rebounds per game and general contribution were
invaluable throughout the season.
Kevin had a high game of twenty-six points
against John Jay and thirteen points against Medger
Evers (S.U .N.Y. New Paltz title game) including five
of seven foul ' shots in the last min ute.
I hope that this letter, when printed, will help to
correci an inadvertent oversight.
My thanks to Kevin for his fine team contribution.
Sincerely,
Arthur Epstein
Men's Basketball Coach

A New 'C all For Work

'Brigades in Nicaragua
To The Editor"
The situation in Nicaragua is extremely critical ai ,
Ihis time. The Nicaraguan economy, which depends'
heavily on only a few agricultural exports, has been
under increasing attack from CIA-backed
counterrevolutionaries. ' Several hundred million.
dollars worth of damage has already resulted from;
attacks, such a's the one against the vital oil storag~
facilities at the port of Corinto last October.
Nicaragua needs a successful coffee harvest 10 b~
able to purchase basic food stuffs, medicines, spare
parts Cor industry and transportation , and oil.
Because of the urgent political and military
situation, many Nicaraguans have been mobilized
in the defense of their country, and cannot
participate in the December-February coffee harvesl
this year.
, That is why I have chosen to respond to
.NiC'Jrgua's call for international work brigades to
~nsure a successful coffee harvest this year.
, In the United States, the National Network in:
SolidarilY with the Nicaraguan People (NNSNP) is
working to coordinate volunteer participation. U.S.
citizens have a particular role in this harvest, because
if it were not for our government's open attempts to
overthrow the government of Nicaragua, the

.

Nicaraguans would be free to develop their owri
polilical life and their own economy in peace.
B,y. participating in the volunteer coffee harvest, I ,
hope to show that as an American citizeD, I stand
with the people of Nicaragua in their moment of
need and that I oppose the policies of the Reagan
administration. I urge others to support and write 10
NNSNP for further information on how to help the
people of Nicaragua and to make donations. Their
address is: NNSNP, 2025 "I" Street NW, Suite 402,
Washington, D.C.,20006.
The time has come to'give Central America back
to its people!
Sincerely,
David L. Wiltsie

Blame the Victim, New

Approach, Old Problem
The Editor,
;. The College Senate is considering a motion to
i' restrict the privileges" of students in academic
trouble, This authoritarian and unneccessary
'reasure would require any student on ~cademic
f~obation to cease and resign from any elected or,
appointed pOsition of leadership, administration or ,
Varsity Athletics. The College Senate will make
'exceptions for R.A.'s and for Student Directors, whO'
are employees of the College.
[0

.

All students are here- first and foremost to learn.
Our academic requirements should be our firsl ,
priority. Yet, it would be foolish to think that we do
not learn outside of the classroom or from the extra-'
turricular activities of our menlors.
, What we are learning from the current proposal is
that it is acceplable to condemn a student, regardles~
b f his or her proven leadership or administrativ<i
skills, to community non-service because of <{
earning difficulty.
'
This action, also known as "blaming the victim' ~ ~
ight not be so bad if students were someho~
elped back onto their academic feet before, or even.
t the same time, we are to be kicked with i.
aternalistic restriction o( privileges. Ru~
nfortunately, there are no provisions for remedia'
nstruction, time management assistance or:
, cademic advice in this motion.
think this punitive measure will do two thingsi
I )tell us what we already know, that is, if you are on
probation, you had better get off, and back on good
academic ground, and; 2) the motion will hurt our!
community by restraining willing individuals front
participating in something important.
I urge all members of the SUNY-Purchase
community to say " no!" to the unfair "restriction of.
privileges" motion now before The College Senate.
Sincerely, '
Noah Kaufman
Mem be:r, the ,~uderu...S.enate. Assoc.ialii>n

f,r
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J,R. - Say you'll stay. It could be a wonderful summer! 
.
//
S.M.
(jUBA
,
-_
_--,
The
Sorcerer's
apprentice
and
the
a4l
JOJ
AaU04B~
UOS!I\f
Ol
PUB
SWB!lI!M
U40r
Ol
S>jUB4lIB!::lads
'OSI\f)
jS>jUB41
Welcome back, Que Pasa, How was
Florida, North Carolina, Vermont
B-1 Crew say "enough already!" 'dla4 S,ApoqAJaAa ln04l!M l! auop aAB4l,UPlnO::l aM - aW!llBaJO B PB4 aUOAJaAa
COMPLAIN A~OUr TH\5
(?!), Long Island etc. Now what the
with
the "welcome back" bullshit - . adOH '(4l6 4::lJB~ 'ABP!J::l) AlJBd a::lUBa lindM a4llB a::lUBwJopad lUalla::lXa J!a4l
I DR~c. "{t\~
----~Hell about Rhumpus?
let's rock! This thursday at 9 pm. the ~OJ 3Sn~ 3Hl pU,Bq lBaJOlB4l PUB 'nBlS PUB sra lindM a4l 'aJ!l 'sali 'OU!SnOH
wires begin to melt and smolder on BJnBl aUUBOr SSOJna apBV\I-UU\f ':ld9 a4l Ol S\lUB"l AUBW 'AUBW 'AUB'A'
My ex-boyfriend is gone and I
WPUR 590 am in the dorms, and (at
" '1
n
hope you're all happy. You drove
I
last!)
89.5
F.M.
via
cable
in
the
New
z him away. Our blond love lives on.
Jeni and Chloe,
Apts .!
Well the goldfish died, but you should come
Mark
0
over and see the hamsters! - Amy and Eva
OJ
To J.3-1:
0
This week's Top 5 hits
'91Ma
'sal:JJ!:J
asolU
....
1. I Heard it through the Grapevine ctl
u! 6u!uunJ daa)l  'N !O P!Aeo 01
CD
Marvin Gaye - Tamla
>- '
2. Fire - Ohio Players - Mercury
CD
c::
Senlorsl Let's have an outdoor graduation
3. Love Roliercoaster - Ohio Players
0
that everybody can attend. Don't forget
- Mercury
,
>
to get in your seven bucks! Do it for
-I
4. Brick House - Commodores c::
0
grandma
and
grandpa!
(/)~0
Motown
" _.
:::T
$ cg 0 (I)
5.
I've Got to Use My ImaginatiQn B.B.;
Beautiful,
If)
"0 (I) III 0.
ctl
Gladys Knight and the Pips 5' fl-tS ~
-even
your
pious
eyebrows
can
't
~
to , a-'r
Buddha House
hide it...you sexy thing . Wanna take
-I
'<;
If)
0
l
0 -·
a
break?
Vrfl
k
P
.
I'
Rockthehouse-orWewill!-Love,J
c: C;;
3
N
so. ~
Bipee et al. :lniS
:
~
'" {~r~~rYO~t s:i~s~cnoe night
3-3 MONf1-1t.£;; C/?FN'1CHIrSt
U
....
:~
-1(1)
ctl
'al\01
("
When I was out on the town
, DoN "T Yr:J~ IT&R.EE?
:::T
~
(I)~
jasnOH
aql1l30Y
Hoping
you
were
the
fish
that
would
bite
'
- TJ.I£ Fl-y
-10.
>
III
•
....
'za1nas ONV"
" Where do you go
Shelle, We'll weather the winter _
ctl
;;;=g If)
....
•
\ When the weekends are long? can't walt for the summer.
g,'<
CD
-:!:
Hey Paul \
)
Are you in Soho
Sandy Blonde
>
:::T:::T
(1)0
How's the running? More importantly, how are the , __ ./
Or on a beach with fire and song? (naturally of course.)
c::
c::
-I:::T
women? Or should I say woman? Guess what, I got a
. . . . '. '
o III
.:(
summer job (May 16-August 17) . Everything's great. Let's
Under the ocean blue or sWimming In Sin?
,
'
'
:!: :>
:>10
run a marathon sometime.
- writing for your flame of desire - V.I don't get mad - you can explain, maybe he'll think it's funny,
ctl
.2 VI
(gel higher baby)
~
0
~
P.S. Don't be such a strang~~~~tmiss ou.
..
Alex,
Dear Bip.ee'-Amy, Love-of-mine,
.To Amy Shertzer,
~
Mourning becomes us all. That we
I love you from a distance but our .
.
' y
REALL Y!??? I can believe it. Stili,
~.
~
. ht
I
PET announces last date for production
0
:T
K.
-No
rdason'
ttl
be
scared,
.really.
I'~ not sure if you are. we have to talk. By the way, Tonio
mig
wear
our
sp
endour
well.
I
PIum bl ng Is wrong.
c::
t...
~
and
I
see
alike.
_
The
Girl
love
you.
B.B.
proposals for 1983 is Tuesday, April 3,
III
"0
. !3RUNCH AT THE STAR: 1983(4:30 meeting). However,PE,Twiil
To Cindy and the Gang,
"0
0
If)
':'
r F, Bi, 5'8", wants to meet people interested in discreet sexual encounters. Must be uninhillite~ To Jessica S., Friends again? - Marek Fried eggs scrambled
be accepting proposals for Fal(-'8"
I've got the cat. If you want to see
0
unbonded, and out for a good time. Write to the Load (Back Page) c/o Tahiti.
CD • -0 
. With kostler bacon!
Winter and Spring festivals.
~
her again, ransom demands shall
[
CD«;CDCDctl
CD
!!l.
appear in the upcoming Back Page.
Have
you
ever
had
sex
in
a
phone
booth?
Ihaven't
but
would
like
to
.
All
interested
in
wild,
climactic
i
0
0
c;t
If) ~ ~ U:: -5
-< ....,
experiences in strange places with tall, bisexual female and friends, write to the Back Page c/o Dr.
.8
a.. c::
..
Help ante
Fred
~.
_If)~
0
..
Strangelove
CD
P.S. Let's hope she hangs on that
"'C =
pi
~ -g ~ fI)
. . Part Time
.
and committed femi~ists to ~old a position
a
~
long!
I'm into toes, bathtubs are passe, Dr. Seuss is my role model and Moet et Chandon is a nice selection for ,:
'<
- ~ ~ OJ
g
.. Graphic Artists. Free Lance. Advertising. of responsiblity as co-director of activities
an inti mate party of friends. Parties interested in fine times write to the Back Page c/o Tour Station 8. No
~
~
g ~ CD g ~
.. $10/ hr. negotiable
for the Center next year. If you fit the
diseases please.
Q. =
ctl >- -0 'E
CD
..
above description and are interested in
Q. 'CI
M, 5' 10", wants to meet other tall men. Must enjoy classical music, fine art, and Flik. This is a serious ad!
~~ ~ 8 ~
Maintenance technician for interior making thins work for women at Purchase
Iam a strong, dependable, and a compassionate person wanting to meet others of the same. Write to the
£
ctl If) a.
CD
: landscape contractor. Flexible days and
and have been waiting for the chance to
CD
~ !IIICL
Load c/o Gumby.
show
your
stuff
let
us
know!
Contact
~
~
~
~
hours.
Pay
open
:
C'\..
is'
I'm not like the sex wenches you see in tight jeans, I'm warm, honest, and wonderful. Write to me and see
~ -5 _-5
£
.. Salesperson in Video Store. Flexible days
Dee Molinari in Humanities - X5937, or
~
""
what I mean. I'm short, with dark hair and green eyes wanting to meet men for diverse compatable
..c
I»
~ '0 .~
~
and hours. $3.50/ hr and up
come by the Women's Center in Social
E
relationships. Write to the Load c/o the non·smoker.
~
~ CD
c:: OJ OJ .....3
.. Media Assistant. Type 40-45 wpm. Mon Sciences and leave your name, number and
r...
CL
W, W, 5'7", Blonde hair and blue eyes, non·smoker< wants to meet some heterosexual men from the
....
(5 ~ ~ ~
. OJ .. Fri. 20-30 flexible hours. $6/ hr
address.
~ 'CI
campus . I'm a freshman and enjoy new wave music ,candlelight, warm company, and talkative people.
~
n'
.....
~
,g
g.
~
§
..
Artist's
Assistant.
Assist
with
paints
and
Full
Time
~riteto the Load, c/o Popcorn a.t .Midnight.
~
c:
~
a.. 
.. pa per work. Car needed. Flexible days and
""
~
~
.....
"'" All letters of response written to the Load should r
.. hour. $5/ hr
Full-time positions in Accounting and
To
All
Members
of
the
College
Community;
include name, phone number, best times to get in
~ !.
A few months ago, I made a plea to all of .. Telephone Contractors _ dramatic flair Finance and Data Processing. Mon-Fri
touch with you, and a brief description of yourself
:T
~
~
IT"S
..
_
Mon-Fri,
flexible
hrs.
Between
10
am
8:30
am
to
5
pm.
Pay
negotiable
you, begging for just one dollar from
(selves) . Photos can be sent if desired, all letters
:3
everyone, so that I could have thousands , : and 4 pm. $5/ hr plus incentive bonus
See Career Development Office for details, CCS.
:
CD
written to the Load are confidential and can be
,4080ul'
~
;::l
which
I
need
and
desire.
Well
,
I
got
not
one
"droped
off
at
the
information
booth.
~
TJt1E You
c
dollar from anyone!! Where's the humanity? I .. Recreation Aide with handicapped Announcements
.CD
Discount Travel to Europe
~
PEoPL~ (yO T SORRY GUYS YOU CAN'T TEAR
really thought I'd get an overwhelming .. children. Tuesdays. 2: 15-4:30 $15/ session
-:.
!III
"
response to my plea, so I booked a flight to .. Clerical Workers. Voter Lists. April 16-20 Travel to Rome, Athens, Lisbon, London,
;::l
THIS AD OFF THE WALLI
the Canary Islands; the vacation of my .. between 9 am and 5 pm. Any full or half Paris, Frankfurt, etc. from only $99 each
'""
<
~
, •
The Grateful Dead Radl'o, Show
dreams!
Needless
didn't .. day between Mon-Fri. $4,80/ hr
way. Call now or send for your FREE
come through
with I " ~say,
cash,since
I hadyou
to cancel
the al'rl WPUR 590 AM
my plans and even '. <. ' se - was forced to .. Art Student to assit Art Director. Flexible brochure. Operators always on duty.
~
:r
- - - v-"(' .. -<
v. 1".1
r:...· 's
I on
spend spring break in 5,~ten Island! Well, I .. days and hours, including weekend hrs. Enclose one dollar for postage and
~.~. "}EO:I4 ~~D l'\o~I>.';'"
Wednesdays 2 4 pm
know you feel b a d. so I'll give you another .. $3.75 /.hr
;;t
handling. Europe Express, Inc. 3460 Main
:::r
.)usrwl\ol'r~ll Lt... <'87 ~~
••
chance to make It up to me. Mybox number is
.
jesse - Cyndi lauper. side one, I,ast song - you know who 1457, once again . Thank you .
.:
lh.l
~~Ift.ln,:: ~.Jltv 1I. ~o.,t<iJla.J0~ ~ti:'"1... ~t¥ Ua..v~rR.a·.Q612.Q ~~)";;~~S.l0....
..._ _ _ _ _ _ _--II'iiiiii. . . .~iiI- -R~~...iilliiilii..........J~_...IiIlI...~~--_~;;iIi
~--~9
·
""'•• nn _ I--u, .. . n.,
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